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Optimising the chara erisation of quantum processes

A

is thesis presents efficient strategies for characterisingquantumprocesses and,

more speci cally, how that applies to characterising the gates used in quantum

computation. e basics, promises, limitations and successes of quantum com-

putation are summarized in chapter . In particular, quantum tomography is in-

troduced as ameans to evaluate the achievements of computational tasks. In chap-

ter we discuss tools to facilitate the simulation of quantum computing and pro-

vide the formalism for characterising quantum processes. Chapter introduces

neutral atoms as a potential route to large scale quantum computing and develops

a numerical implementation based on Rydberg atoms and their interactions.

In chapter we present an efficient method to simulate a quantum process sub-

ject to dissipation andnoise. Todescribe the effect on any input statewe propagate

MonteCarlowave functions for a principal and ancilla system, initially prepared in

an entangled state. In analogy to experimental process tomography, the simulated

propagator for the system density matrix is conveniently described by the process

matrix - directly determined from the stochastic state vectors. We show that the

method signi cantly reduces the computational complexity compared with stan-

dard theoretical characterisation techniques. It also delivers an upper bound on

the trace distance between the ideal and simulated process based on the evolu-

tion of only a single wave function of the entangled system. A proof-of-principle

demonstration is performed using a Rydberg mediated controlled-Z gate.
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In chapter we study the achievements of quantum circuits comprised of sev-

eral one- and two-qubit gates. Quantum process matrices are determined for the

basic one- and two-qubit gate operations and concatenated to yield the process

matrix of the combined quantum circuit. Examples are given of process matri-

ces obtained by a Monte Carlo wave function analysis of Rydberg blockade gates

in neutral atoms. Our analysis is ideally suited to compare different implementa-

tions of the same process. In particular, we show that the three-qubit Toffoli gate

facilitatedby the simultaneous interactionbetweenall atomsmaybe accomplished

with higher delity than a concatenation of one- and two-qubit gates. Chapter

concludes the thesis.
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In natural science, Nature has given us a world and we’re just
to discover its laws. In computers, we can stuff laws into it and
create a world.

Michael Rabin

1
Quantum computation

In essence, the Church-Turing principle states that: Given a nite amount of time,
a humanarmedwith enoughpaper andpens could, in principal, compute any func-
tion that is algorithmically computable. Without ge ing into the details of this
principle, which are still under discussion, we go to 1985 when David Deutsch
made an interesting reformulation of the Church-Turing principle. It went as fol-
lows [ ]: Every physical process can be simulated by a universal computer. is phras-
ing recognizes that computation is simply a physical process. Input information is
stored on a physical system, the processing is through some physical means, and
output is, again, stored on a physical system. Given physical processes are funda-
mentally quantum mechanical, Deutsch proposed that his “universal computer”
could be operated at the quantum level, using algorithms exploiting properties
unique to quantummechanics. Applied to the simulation of quantum systems [ ],
for example, quantum computationwould have exponential speed-up over classical



methods. Quantum computers do not negate the validity of the Church-Turing
principle but, in some cases, they would signi cantly reduce the time that humans
spendwith their pencils. However, this all remained largely speculative until 1994
when Shor introduced his quantum factoring algorithm [ , ].

. B Q

Classical bits, termed 0 and 1, are distinct states stored on some physical system.
In modern day computers this usually means differences in electrical voltage or
current pulses. However, there is no reasonwhy this information cannot be stored
as states on a quantum system. ese quantum bits, or qubits, may exist in any
superposition of the quantum states |0⟩ and |1⟩, taking the form

|ψ⟩ = c0|0⟩+ c1|1⟩ , ( . )

a property arising from the linearity of the Hilbert space. A measurement on an
ensemble of two-state quantum systems will nd the outcomes |0⟩ or |1⟩ with a
frequency |c0|2 and |c1|2, respectively. Because the measurements reveal a set of
probabilities, it follows that the coefficients satisfy the normalization condition
|c0|2 + |c1|2 = 1.

In classical computer architecture, a processor register is the storage of a small
number of bits. By extension of Eq. ( . ) its quantum analogue, the n-qubit regis-
ter, may be in any superposition of the 2n basis states

|Ψ⟩ =
1∑

x1=0

1∑
x2=0

· · ·
1∑

xn=0

cx1x2...xn|x1⟩|x2⟩ · · · |xn⟩ . ( . )

An important feature distinguishing the qubit from its classical counterpart is that
multiple qubitsmay exhibit quantumentanglement. is is exempli ed in the Bell
state

|Ψ⟩ = |00⟩+ |11⟩√
2

. ( . )



Input Output
0 1
1 0

Input Output
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

(a) (b)

Figure . . : Truth tables for the logical (a) and (b) gate

is state cannot be wri en as the product of two distinct qubit states. Ameasure-
ment on either qubit will produce the state |0⟩ or |1⟩, each with a probability of
50%, but, a er measurement on the rst qubit, the state of the second qubit will
inevitably be the state of the rst. at is, these qubits aremaximally entangled, or
said to be perfectly correlated. Entanglement allows multiple states to be acted on
simultaneously and is considered a resource, unique to quantum computing (but
see Ref. [ ] where the “amount” of entanglement is shown not to determine the
success or failure of quantum computation).

. Q

In 1973 there was a remarkable discovery in classical computing. It was found that
all computational tasks can be reduced down into a series of gates, each of which
are logically reversible [ ]. At the time, reversible gates solved the unavoidable
problem of heat generation caused by discarding information [ ]. To see how in-
formation is lost in aordinary classical gateweconsider the gate (Fig. . . (a)).
If the output is 0, the input could be any one of 00, 01 and 11, there is no way to
identify the original signal. On the other hand the gate, de ned by the truth
table in Fig. . . (b), is reversible. Unfortunately, the gate is not enough for
“universal” computing, that is, it is not able to perform every logical operation.
A solution for universal, reversible computing was found in the three-bit Toffoli
gate [ ], it became apparent, however, that the price for reversibility was the in-
clusion of idle bits.



To see how this discussion is important for quantum computation we remem-
ber that the laws of quantum physics are reversible in time. If Schrödinger’s equa-
tion describes the evolution of a qubit through a gate then that gate is necessarily
reversible. A few frequently seen examples of single qubit gates are the (X),
Hadamard (H) and π/8 phase shi (T) gates. Gates may be expressed as unitary
matrices and qubits as column vectors in C2. In the single qubit computational
basis {|0⟩, |1⟩} these gates are represented by

X =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, H =

1√
2

(
1 1

1 −1

)
and T =

(
1 0

0 eiπ/4

)
. ( . )

e fact that the T gate has no factor of π/8 is a historical curiosity but it may be
returned by multiplying the gate with the global phase factor e−iπ/8.

Unlike classical logic operations, there is no single “universal” quantum gate.
However, the Hadamard and π/8 gates together with the two-qubit gate
constitute one universal set of quantum gates. e , or controlled- , gate
performs a operation on the second (target) qubit if and only if the state of
the rst (control) qubit is |1⟩. It is represented by the unitary

U =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

 , ( . )

in the two-qubit computational basis {|00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩, |11⟩}. Any quantum logic
operation may be simulated to an arbitrary degree of precision using the universal
set of quantum gates.

. Q

Simply put, quantum algorithms are algorithms that may only be carried out effi-
ciently on a quantum computer. e rst quantum algorithm was found in 1985



[ ] and more followed, promising to efficiently solve problems that were seem-
ingly infeasible using classical methods. A well cited use for this ability is break-
ing current cryptography codes. However, it also holds fundamental appeal by
asking “Can quantum algorithms be used to solve all problems that are classically
intractable?”. Presently, all quantum algorithms fall under three categories: e
Abelian hidden subgroup problem, those based on amplitude ampli cation and
simulation of quantummechanical systems. In this sectionwewill give the avour
of each, but for details refer to [ ].

emost recognized example under the class ofAbelian hidden subgroupprob-
lems is Shor’s factoring algorithm [ , ], which can factor a number exponentially
faster than the best classical algorithm, the number eld sieve [ ]. e difficulty
of factoring is at the heart of current public-key cryptography. For instance, the
RSA encryption scheme depends on the classically intractable problem of nd-
ing prime factors from a large composite number [ ]. A successful realization of
Shor’s factoring algorithmwould renderRSAobsolete. is class also incorporates
many of the early quantum algorithms, such as those solving the more arti cial
problems posed by Deutch-Jozsa [ ] and Simon [ ].

e class of algorithms based on amplitude ampli cation is best exempli ed by
the Grover search algorithm [ ] which offers quadratic speed up over classical
approaches. Suppose we are searching for one item in an unsorted database of N
items. ere is no clever classical algorithm that succeeds with an average bet-
ter thanN/2 queries. Grover’s algorithm is a sequence of unitary operations that
nds, with near certainty, the correct answer in (π/4)

√
N steps. It does not offer

exponential speed-up like Shor’s algorithmbut has signi cant advantage over clas-
sical approaches for large N. Furthermore, Grover’s algorithm is optimal, in the
sense that no other quantum search algorithm can do be er than orderO(

√
N).

e simulation of quantum mechanical systems was predicted by Feynman to
be a useful application of quantum computers [ ]. e memory requirements for
a computer to hold the coefficients ofN quantum states grows exponentially with
N. A natural solution would be to simulate quantum systems using quantum sim-
ulators. Toward this end, Feynman’s idea was to discretize time and space. e



ner details of designing Hamiltonians that would emulate the desired quantum
properties came later with Lloyd [ ] and Zalka [ ]. e grand goal was to nd
“a quantum machine that could imitate any quantum system, including the phys-
ical world” [ ], realistically, a means to study few-body correlations or densities
would be enough.

. I

For a physical system to be considered for quantum computation, it must isolate
the qubits involved from the environment, which constantly “measures” the state
of the qubit, thereby causing decoherence. e system must also facilitate strong
interactions between qubits, necessary for fast two-qubit gates. Inevitably then,
there is a trade-off for large-scale quantum computing between a strong qubit-
qubit coupling and weak qubit-environment coupling.

Currently, there is no consensus regarding the best implementation for a quan-
tum computer. However, DiVincenzo has devised a scale with which to measure
the validity of each approach [ ], his criteria are

• A scalable physical system with well characterised qubits

• A method to initialize the method to a known quantum state

• A qubit’s coherence time must exceed the gate’s operation time

• e implementation of a universal set of quantum gates

• e readout of computational results

Noteworthy implementations that havemet varying degrees of success are trapped
ions [ – ], neutral atoms [ – ], nuclear magnetic resonance [ , ] and
quantum dots [ ]. e main difficulty encountered by these systems is avoid-
ing the trade-off mentioned above. For a helpful review on the progress of these
implementations see reference [ ].



In general a quantum computer is designed to be robust against decoherence,
but in the unavoidable event of error it is necessary to have a correction strategy.

e key idea of error correction is to protect amessage by adding redundant infor-
mation [ , ]. Usually this means encoding a single logical qubit with several
physical qubits. at way, even if one of the physical qubits decoheres we will still
be able to derive the appropriate information from the logical qubit. Perhaps not
surprisingly, quantum error correction has many parallels with its classical coun-
terpart.

. Q

We prepare the state vector |ψ⟩ (or density operator ρ), but how well has it been
prepared? We subject the state to a non-unitary operation, but how do we design
an optimal implementation and what is the resultant state? In the correspond-
ing classical case these questions have easy answers. An observer can measure the
particle and trajectory without disturbing them. However, quantum mechanics
require us to take more care. e answer is the subject of quantum tomography.
Quantum tomography can refer to two disciplines, state and process tomography.
Because the la er makes use of the former we begin by introducing state tomog-
raphy.

Quantum state tomography experimentally determines amixed quantum state.
It is not as straightforward asmeasuring the state because anyobservationwill alter
it, preventing a true characterisation. Instead, an indirect approach may be taken
bymakingmanymeasurements on the same state, systematicallymodifying the ex-
perimental apparatus so that we can build statistics associatedwith different bases.
An analysis of the resultant data allows a reconstruction of the state’s information
that is tomographically complete. State tomography has reached a high level of
sophistication in the interest of accuracy and efficiency, pushing forward to the
characterisation of larger and larger states [ ].

Quantum process tomography experimentally determines a quantum process.
It has been demonstrated in NMR [ , ], optical [ , ] and atomic systems



[ ]. To proceed, we prepare an ensemble of known input states and send them
through the applicable process (a gate for example). e original proposal,
standard quantum process tomography (SQPT) [ – ] requires an implemen-
tation on a number of input states that scales exponentially with the number of
qubits. e process is characterised by measuring all output states via quantum
state tomography. In the case of speci ed operations we can compare the (process
tomographic) result against what we would expect from an unitary operation to
determine the quality of the process’s experimental implementation.

Other techniques have been developed for characterising a quantum process.
Ancilla-assisted quantum process tomography (AAPT) [ – ] encodes the in-
formation of all input states into a single maximally entangled system-ancilla state
in a doubled Hilbert space. Also, while both SQPT and AAPT rely on state to-
mography of the output state, direct characterisation of quantum dynamics [ –

] directly addresses features of the underlying dynamics via suitable “probe” sys-
tems and corresponding measurements. For more details and an investigation of
resource demands for each strategy see reference [ ].



2
Underlying concepts

In this chapter we consider existing theory which provides a framework for later
chapters and as such does not represent original research. e key theme through-
out this thesis is thedevelopment of efficientmethods to characterise quantumpro-
cesses and much effort was spent on implementing numerical means to achieve
this. e mathematical tools used to facilitate numerical efficiency will be intro-
duced and discussed.

In section . we introduce the density operator which describes a state evolv-
ing in an open quantum system. Section . we discuss evolution of the density
operator by summarising the master equation derivation. Here, we will also in-
troduce the assumptions held in all future chapters. Section . explores an al-
ternative route to the master equation based on the stochastic evolution of wave
functions. In section . a set of effective Hamiltonian and “quantum jump” op-
erators are introduced. ese operators avoid the o en tedious calculations as-



sociated with nding effective forms for processes with unwanted time-scales. In
section . we discuss the formalism involved in characterising a quantumprocess.
Section . concludes the chapter.

. D

If a system in the Schrödinger picture is prepared in the state |ψ⟩ then we may
de ne the density operator by the outer product

ρ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ| . ( . )

us, if we specify a state |ν⟩, the integral ⟨|ρ|⟩ is the probability of nding the sys-
tem in the state |ν⟩. e quantum state described by a single state vector is referred
to as a pure state and contains the most information that can be known about a
system. In reality, it is infeasible to have complete information about the system
and we are required to perform statistical averages in order to describe quantum
observables. ese statistical mixtures, made up from an ensemble of states, are
called mixed states and examples include an ensemble at thermal equilibrium or a
mixture of independently prepared states.

Suppose that we have an ensemble of state vectors, {|ψ(1)⟩, |ψ(2)⟩, . . . , |ψ(n)⟩},
with the associated probability distribution {p1, p2, ..., pn}. is ensemble has
both quantum probabilities inherent to each state vector and classical probabili-
ties given by pk. e density operator of a mixed state is de ned by

ρ =
n∑

k=1

pk|ψ(k)⟩⟨ψ(k)| , ( . )

and the corresponding densitymatrix is

ρij =
n∑

k=1

⟨i|ψ(k)⟩⟨ψ(k)|j⟩ , ( . )

wri en in the (orthogonal) basis {|i⟩}. As an example, consider an ensemble of n



wave functions |ψ(k)⟩ =
∑

i c
(k)
i |i⟩, Eq. ( . ) becomes

ρij =
1

n

n∑
k=1

pkc
(k)
i c(k)∗j = cic∗j . ( . )

We see that ρij, the density matrix elements, are an average of the wave function
ensemble’s expansion coefficients.

Physical quantities are represented by linear operators, A, and the expectation
value of any observable can be expressed in terms of ρ, that is,

⟨A⟩ =
n∑

k=1

pk⟨ψ(k)|A|ψ(k)⟩

=
∑
ij

n∑
k=1

pk⟨ψ(k)|i⟩⟨i|A|j⟩⟨j|ψ(k)⟩

=
∑
i

n∑
k=1

pk⟨i|ψ(k)⟩⟨ψ(k)|A|i⟩

= Tr{ρA} . ( . )

us, all information about the mixed state is contained in the density operator of
the state, whose elements by Eq. ( . ), can be expressed by an ensemble of wave
functions.

. . D

As a point of reference, here are some properties of the density operator.

. Tr{ρ} = 1, this can be seen from the de nition of ρ in Eq. ( . ):

Tr{ρ} =
∑
k

pk⟨ψ(k)|ψ(k)⟩ = 1 . ( . )



Figure . . : Hamiltonian of an open quantum system: To derive the master equation,
theHamiltonian of the entire system H̃ is separated into theHamiltonian for the principal
system H̃P and bath H̃B together with the Hamiltonian for the interactions between them
H̃PB. e objective is nd equations ofmotion solely for the principal system by removing
all contributions of the bath.

. e density operator ρ is positive semi-de nite: For any state |i⟩we nd

⟨i|ρ|i⟩ =
∑
k

pk|⟨i|ψ(k)⟩|2 ≥ 0 . ( . )

Given the systemHamiltonianH, the equations ofmotion for the density operator
have a direct correspondence to Schrödinger’s equation for the evolution of states,
that is,

ρ̇(t) = −i[H, ρ(t)] , ( . )

which is also known as Von Neumann’s equation.

. M

e implementation of a quantum gate protocol is not an isolated system. In this
section we consider a formalism to simulate a principal system coupled to an en-
vironment (called the bath). We assume that the time evolution of the total prin-
cipal plus bath system is unitary. e corresponding Hamiltonian H̃ = H̃P +

H̃B + H̃PB consists of the principal (P) and bath (B) Hamiltonians together with
the Hamiltonian H̃PB describing interaction between the principal and bath sys-
tems (Fig. . . ). A straightforward solution for the evolution of the system-bath
system is unhelpful as we are really only interested in deriving equations ofmotion



for the principal system. is is achieved by tracing out contributions of the bath,
described below.

Evolution of the total density operator ρ̃T in the interaction picture is

ρ̇T(t) = −i[HPB(t), ρT(t)] , ( . )

where ρT(t) = U† ρ̃TU, HPB(t) = U†H̃PBU and U = exp{−i(H̃P + H̃B)t}. e
formal solution in a series of two iterations is

ρT(t) = ρT(0)− i
∫ t

0

dt′ [HPB(t′), ρT(0)]

−
∫ t

0

dt′
∫ t′

0

dt′′
[
HPB(t′), [HPB(t′′), ρT(t

′′)]
]
, ( . )

which is the general expression for the operators evolution. We describe the evo-
lution of the principle system under three assumptions. (1) Born approximation:
Coupling between the principal and bath system is weak, that is, we proceed with
Eq. ( . ), a solution accurate to second order in HPB. is also implies that the
bath’s density operator ρB is not affected by the interaction. (2)Product initial state:
Initially the principal system and bath are not correlated, that is, they may be writ-
ten as the product state ρ̃T(0) = ρ̃P(0)⊗ ρ̃B(0). (3)Markov approximation: e
correlation time between principal system and bath is very short. Differentiating
Eq. ( . ) with respect to t and tracing over the bath variables, denoted by TrB, we
nd

ρ̇P(t) = −
∫ ∞

0

dtTrB{
[
HPB(t), [HPB(t− τ), ρP(t)⊗ ρB]

]
} , ( . )

where ρP(t) = TrB{ρT(t)}. From Eq. ( . ) a number of useful master equations
may be derived.

e presentmaster equation does not guarantee preservation of the density op-
erator properties discussed inSec. . . . It canbe shown[ ] that themaster equa-



tion in Lindblad form

ρ̇P(t) = −i[HP(t), ρP(t)]−
1

2

∑
k

(L†
kLkρP(t) + ρP(t)L

†
kLk) +

∑
k

LkρP(t)L
†
k ,

( . )
conserves the positivity and normalization of the principal system’s density oper-
ator ρP(t). e Lindblad (Lk) operators, or decoherence operators, in Eq. ( . )
act in the space of the principal system. us, by solvingEq. ( . )with the princi-
pal system’s HamiltonianHP we determine the evolution of the principal system’s
state under the in uence of damping and noise. In the following we refer toH and
ρ as the principal system’s Hamiltonian and density operator respectively.

. M C

We may reproduce the predictions of the master equation ( . ) by introducing
a stochastic element into the evolution of Monte Carlo wave functions [ – ].

ese are wave functions, |ψ(t)⟩, propagated with the non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nianHNH = H − i/2

∑
k L

†
kLk. Due to the non-unitary evolution during a small

time step dt
|ψ0(t+ dt)⟩ = (1− iHNH dt) |ψ(t)⟩ , ( . )

the square of the norm associated with |ψ0(t+ dt)⟩ is reduced by

δp =
∑
k

δpk = dt
∑
k

⟨ψ(t)|L†
kLk|ψ(t)⟩ . ( . )

e next step involves a random choice. Either the wave function |ψ0(t + dt)⟩ is
re-normalized or, with probability δp, the wave function is subject to a quantum
jump. is constitutes a collapse of the wave-function and with a branching ratio
of δpk/δp, the nal state is chosen among the states Lk|ψ(t)⟩. us, at time t+ dt



Figure . . : Simulation owchart: Implementation of the Monte Carlo wave function
method describing the evolution of a state from initial time t = 0 to nal time t = tf.

e stochastic nature of the method requires use of the random numbers ε1 and ε2 which
dictate the evolution of the wave function |ψ(t)⟩. Each wave function in the ensemble
propagates under the non-Hermitian HamiltonianHNH

we realize one of the following possibilities:

with prob. 1− δp, |ψ(t+ dt)⟩ =
|ψ0(t+ dt)⟩√

1− δp
, ( . )

with prob. δpk, |ψ(t+ dt)⟩ = Lk|ψ(t)⟩√
δpk/dt

. ( . )

An ensemble of wave functions subject to these dynamics will, on average, repro-
duce the time dependent solution of the master equation ( . ).

e validity of the calculation relies on time steps much smaller than the time-
scale of the coherent and incoherent physical processes. However, the direct im-
plementation discussed above may be reformulated [ , ] such that quantum
jumps are not decided in terms of expression ( . ), linear in the “small” time step
dt. Instead, the “no-jump”wave-function |ψ0(t)⟩ is allowed to evolveuntil its norm
reaches a predetermined random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
At this time a jump is made in the manner of Eq. ( . ). In this way integration of



Eq. ( . )may be le to an accurate and efficient numerical solver. e simulation
strategy is illustrated in Fig. . . . In our implementation to physical examples in
this thesis, we use a variant of the Adams-Bashforth method [ ] which utilizes
adaptive step-size control.

. . E

e last section claimed that an ensemble of Monte Carlo wave functions will, on
average, reproduce themaster equation solution at all times t. Wedemonstrate this
by introducing the statistical operator σ(t) = |ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|. e average value of
σ(t+ dt)may be determined by combining the probabilities found in Eqs. ( . )
and ( . ), that is

σ(t+ dt) = (1− δp)
|ψ0(t+ dt)⟩⟨ψ0(t+ dt)|

1− δp
+
∑
k

δpk
Lk|ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|L†

k

δpk/dt

= |ψ0(t+ dt)⟩⟨ψ0(t+ dt)|+
∑
k

dt Lk|ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|L†
k

= (1− iHdt− 1

2
dt
∑
k

L†
kLk)|ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|(1 + iHdt− 1

2
dt
∑
k

L†
kLk)

+
∑
k

dt Lk|ψ(t)⟩⟨ψ(t)|L†
k .

( . )

By ignoring factors of dt2 we nd

σ(t+dt) = σ(t)− idt[H, σ(t)]− 1

2
dt
∑
k

(L†
kLkσ(t)+σ(t)L†

kLk)+
∑
k

Lkσ(t)L†
k .

( . )
Averaging over different values of σ(t) to obtain σ(t)we make the approximation

σ(t+ dt)− σ(t)
dt

≈ σ̇ , ( . )



valid for small dt. e resulting equation takes the form ( . ) from which we
conclude that σ(t) is equal to themaster equation solution for the density operator
ρ(t) at all times t.

. E

In this section we review the work of Sørensen and coauthors [ ]. ere are of-
ten very different time-scales involved in an open quantum system. We think, for
example, of fast decay from higher lying states into the relatively slow dynamics of
ground states in a weakly driven atom. It has been shown [ ] that an effective
solution is to adiabatically eliminate the unwanted states from the system. is is
typically achieved by rst separating states of one time-scale with that of the other.
A er elimination, only the states we are interested in remain. is not a new con-
cept, but o en involves lengthy and tedious calculations. Here, we present a set of
simple expressions for the effective dynamics in open quantum systems.

We consider an open quantum system consisting of two distinct subspaces, one
for the rapidly decaying (excited) states and one for the stable (ground) states
(Fig. . . ). e coupling between these two subspace is assumed to be pertur-
bative. Evolution of the density operator ρ is governed by the master equation
and decay from the excited states to ground states is described by the Lindblad
“‘jump” operators Lk. In a manner analogous to the Feshbach projection-operator
method [ , ] the open system’s Hamiltonian is divided into four parts

H = He + Hg + V+ + V− , ( . )

whereHe (Hg) is theHamiltonian for the excited (ground) state manifold and the
(de-)excitation operators V+ (V−) couple the two subspaces. Dissipation from
the excited states is described by the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian

HNH = He −
i
2

∑
k

L†
kLk . ( . )



Figure . . : Subspaces in Hilbert space: e thick (blue) arrows represent the (de-) ex-
citation processesV+ (V−) which couple the decaying excited states to the comparatively
stable ground states. e LindbladoperatorsLj describe jumps from the excited stateman-
ifold, depicted by the thick dashed (red) arrows. e do ed (purple) lines illustrate the
ground (excited) state couplings described by the HamiltonianHg (He).

Each of the Lindblad operators Lk correspond to different decaymechanisms, but
are strictly de ned to begin in the excited state manifold and end up in the ground
state manifold. Incorporating the de nitions introduced so far, the master equa-
tion that describes evolution of the density operator may be wri en as

ρ̇ = −i[(HNH + Hg + V)ρ− ρ(H†
NH + Hg + V)] +

∑
k

LkρL†
k , ( . )

where V = V+ + V−. e last term in Eq. ( . ) represents “feeding” of the
ground states due to decay from the excited states.

We assume that the coupling between the ground and excited state manifold,
described by V±, to be weak compared to the evolution of either manifold. As
such it is described asperturbations to the (unperturbed)HamiltonianH0 = Hg+

HNH. In principle, the resulting second order master equation from a perturbative
expansion on the density operator is enough to describe the evolution of the open
quantum system. However, if the excited states are essentially unpopulated, we
mayadiabatically eliminate themthereby restrictingdynamics to theground states.
If we assume that interactions within the ground state manifold is weak compared



to the dynamics governed by the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, we nd

Heff = −1

2
V−[H−1

NH − (H−1
NH)

†]V+ + Hg , ( . )

L(eff)
k = LkH−1

NHV+ , ( . )

which is the effective Hamiltonian and Lindblad operators associated with the
ground state manifold.

If we make no assumptions about interactions in the ground state manifold we
arrive at an alternate expression for the effective operators. Decomposing the ex-
citation operator

V+ =
∑
m

Vm
+ , ( . )

into a sum of the excitation operators Vm
+ corresponding to the m ground states

and making the appropriate adjustments, Eqs. ( . ) and ( . ) become

Heff = −1

2

[
V−
∑
m

(
H(m)

NH

)−1

Vm
+ + H.c.

]
+ Hg , ( . )

Leff
k = Lk

∑
m

(
H(m)

NH

)−1

Vm
+ , ( . )

where
H(m)

NH ≡ HNH − Em , ( . )

is the former non-Hermitian Hamiltonian corrected by the energy Em associated
with themth ground state.

. P

Characterization of quantum dynamical systems is a prerequisite for high- delity
quantum computing and information protocols. Two tools created for this pur-
pose are quantum state and quantum process tomography. Quantum state to-
mography takes the measurement data of a quantum system’s unknown state and



identi es the representative density operator ρ. Quantum process tomography is
concerned with experimentally characterising a process E so that the output state
may be predicted from any given input state ρ → E(ρ).

Preserving the trace and positivity, a solution for the density matrix E(ρ) may
be described in the operator-sum representation [ ]

E(ρ) =
∑
i

KiρK†
i , ( . )

where theKrausoperatorsKi acton the system’sHilbert space andobey
∑

i K
†
i Ki =

1. Choosing theHermitian operators {Em} as a basis for the set of all operators on
the principal system’s Hilbert space ¹ we may write any quantum process as

E(ρ) =
∑
mn

χmnEmρE†
n . ( . )

e characterisation matrix χmn in Eq. ( . ) is related to the Kraus form ( . )
via the expansion of each Ki =

∑
m eimEm, and the identi cation χmn =

∑
i eime

∗
in.

Suppose a process is simulatedwith themaster equation, forwhich the accumu-
lated effect of the unitary and dissipative dynamics on the quantum system is not
known a priori. From the simulation data, we aim for an efficientmethod to obtain
the full information about E . In the next section, standard methods of acquiring
χmn, and thus E , will be shown.

. . P

In the following discussion we consider a general quantum system with Hilbert
space dimension D. Assuming the map E is trace-preserving, characterisation of
E is equivalent to a determination of theD4−D2 independent elements of χ [ ].

LetOpq = |p⟩⟨q| for p, q ∈ {1, . . . ,D} be a linearly independent basis for the
space ofD×D linear operators. Cataloguing the action of the xed operator basis

¹In a multi-qubit system, an appropriate operator basis might be given by tensor products of
the identity and Pauli operators for each qubit.



{Em} on all input matrices, we create theD4 × D4 matrixK:

EmOrsE†
n =

∑
pq

Kmn
rs,pqOpq . ( . )

S

In standard quantum process characterisation (SQPC), the effect of the process
E is determined. Experimentally, D2 different input states (density matrices) are
subjected to the physical process and the resulting output states are measured by
quantum state tomography. In a theoretical analysis, the master equation is used
to simulate the process and the outcome solution E(Ors) for input matricesOpq is
expressed as a linear combination in the same operator basis,

E(Ors) =
∑
pq

Λrs,pqOpq . ( . )

Combining Eqs. ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ), we obtain
∑

mn Kmn
rs,pqχmn = Λrs,pq,

which in matrix form can be wri en,

Kχ = Λ . ( . )

Finding {χmn} from the simulated {Λrs,pq} is now a linear algebra problem, al-
though, in general it is not uniquely determined by Eq. ( . ).

Let us here make an estimate of how the computational resources needed to
perform SQPC scale withHilbert space dimension. Simulating a process with the
master equation requires solvingD2 coupled differential equations for each of the
D2 input states; that is, we must solve D4 differential equations. e solution of
Eq. ( . ) requires adecompositionofK; using theCholeskymethod for example,
followed by forward and back substitution for χ. e computational complexity
of a straightforward decomposition is O(D12) while the substitution operations
are each O(D8). For applications to quantum computing on a register composed
ofN L-level quantum systems, the product Hilbert space has the dimensionD =



LN. We note that if the operators Em are taken to be SU(L) operator products, the
product nature simpli es decomposition ofK into separate O(L12) problems.

A

In ancilla assisted process characterisation (AAPC), instead of composing Λ by
propagating separate initial matricesOrs, all input states are simultaneously repre-
sented in a “super” operator

O =
∑
rs

Ors ⊗Ors . ( . )

on the combined principal (P) and ancilla (A) system. is expanded system is
now subject to the quantum process, EP⊗A(O) → Oout, which acts with the orig-
inal process E on the principal system’s component only,

Oout ≡ (E ⊗ 1)(O) . ( . )

e identity operator 1 in Eq. ( . ) acts on the ancilla’s operator space. From
Eq. ( . )we have (E⊗1)(O) =

∑
rs E(Ors)⊗Ors, implying that a singlemaster

equation simulation on the expanded system allows us to calculate all E(Ors). e
ancilla system is used to extract separate results,

E(Ors) = TrA
{
(1 ⊗ |s⟩⟨r|)EP⊗A(O)

}
, ( . )

whereTrA denotes partial trace on the ancilla’sHilbert space. en, in away equiv-
alent to Eq. ( . ) wemay expand E(Ors) into the basis of {Opq} and retrieve the
characterisation matrix χ from Eq. ( . ).

Simulating a quantumprocesswithAAPC involves solvingD4 differential equa-
tions for the expanded input state. e complexity of solving Eq. ( . ) remains
O(D12) for decomposition ofK and O(D8) for forward/backward substitution.



. C

In this chapter we have discussed the concepts important for this thesis. In par-
ticular, we have presented assumptions held in upcoming chapters and gathered a
set of tools to aid in simulations. Additionally, the formalism for theoretical pro-
cess characterisation was introduced and two methods reviewed which will serve
as comparison to work later in the thesis.



3
Rydberg atoms

Several implementations have proven to be candidates for quantum computation.
A good example is ion traps, which utilize the Coulomb force to yield high delity
gates [ – ]. e caveat with a strong interaction between ions is the strong cou-
pling to stray elds, requiring a carefully controlled experiment. Neutral atoms
have gained considerable interest recently as another candidate for quantum in-
formation processing [ ]. ey ful l most of the DiVincenzo criteria for quan-
tum computation including initialization, successful implementation of quantum
gates and readout of results. Neutral atoms also promise scalability as theymay be
placed in close proximity to each other. e obvious but distinguishing feature of
these atoms is that they are electrically neutral. As a result, high- delity operations
are possible because the atoms do not couple to the environment. Unfortunately,
following this reasoning, neutral atoms do not couple with themselves either. Sev-
eral solutions to the neutral atom’s coupling de cit have been proposed, these in-



clude ground state collisions [ ], lightmediated dipole-dipole coupling [ ] and
dipole-dipole coupling of Rydberg states [ ].

In this chapter we consider the basics of neutral atoms and the properties that
make them a ractive for quantum computation. Section . gives an introduction
of the trapping andmanipulation of single atoms. Section . follows onwith a dis-
cussion of Rydberg atoms and how theymight be used to couple neutral atoms. In
section . we develop the single-atom Hamiltonian. Section . nds an effec-
tive form for this Hamiltonian that will be used in later chapters. In section . we
describe a two-atom Hamiltonian that efficiently models Rydberg interactions.

. M

Cooling, trapping and detecting individual atoms is a necessary rst step to ex-
perimentally realize quantum logic. is corresponds to two of the DiVincenzo
criteria for quantum computation, namely initialization and readout. e study
of single neutral atoms, rst observed in a magneto-optical trap [ ], has pro-
gressed rapidly in the context of far-off-resonance traps (FORTs) [ ]. Scalablity,
by loading a large number of individually addressable sites, is also being actively
explored [ – ].

Although FORTs accommodate long atomic con nement times, trap lifetime is
limited due to collisions with untrapped background atoms. is and, to a less ex-
tent, sca ering of FORT light reduces the coherence time of an encoded quantum
superposition state [ ]. Dephasing caused by trapping and eld uctuationsmay
be minimized by an appropriate choice of qubit basis states. A convenient choice
is the f = I±1/2,mf = 0 hyper ne clock states of alkali atomswith a S1/2 ground
state and nuclear spin I. ese states have a quadratic relative Zeeman shi at zero
applied eld. All things considered, trapping and coherence times of neutral atoms
should reach second time scales [ ].

Assuming that an arrangement of single atoms has been trapped, several meth-
ods that drive rotations between qubit states have been proposed. One solution is
a microwave eld resonant to the frequency between qubit states ω10. However, a



speci c atom is not addressable under this regime. An alternative approach, which
successfully addresses a single atom, combines a microwave eld with an electric
or magnetic eld [ ]. A drawback is the difficulty of shielding neighbouring sites
from off-resonance perturbations. Finally, two-photon Raman transitions, facili-
tated by focused lasers, offer fast ground statemanipulationwithminimal crosstalk
to sites nearby (∼ 10 μm)[ ]. It has the further bene t of allowing atoms that are
separated by large distances, as compared to the laser’s beamwaist, to be addressed
simultaneously.

. R

Atoms excited into states with principal quantum number n ≫ 1, the Rydberg
states, display exaggerated and remarkable properties. As more technology has
become available, Rydberg atoms have found applications in a growing number of
studies [ , ]. In particular, the strong dipole-dipole interaction between Ry-
dberg atoms in close proximity allows novel approaches to numerous quantum
protocols. Examples are single-atom state preparation [ ], fast quantum state de-
tection [ ], and collective encoding of multi-qubit registers [ ]. Here, we will
discuss properties of Rydberg atoms and see how the “Rydberg blockade” may be
used to create gates for quantum computation.

. . B

Rydberg atoms may exhibit long range dipole-dipole and van der Waals interac-
tions provided there is a degeneracy in the energy-level spectrum for a pair of
atoms. is is satis ed given the two-atom, or pair, states are dipole-dipole cou-
pled, meaning they preserve total angular momentum. e dipole-dipole interac-
tionmay be understood by considering two classical dipoles with dipolemoments
μ1 and μ2. eir interaction energy in atomic units is

Vdd(R) =
μ1 · μ2
|R|3

− 3
(μ1 · R)(μ2 · R)

|R|5
, ( . )



whereR is thedistance vector connecting thedipoles. e second term inEq. ( . )
accounts for the angular dependence of the interaction energy and will be ne-
glected in this discussion for simplicity.

In the corresponding quantum mechanical description, a dipole is represented
with the dipole operator er, withmatrix elements μij = ⟨i|er|j⟩, where e is electron
charge and r is the position operator. For atom 1 (2) initially in state |i1⟩ (|i2⟩) the
interaction energy becomes

Vdd(R) ∝
1

R3

∑
|i′1⟩,|i′2⟩

⟨i1|er1|i′1⟩⟨i2|er2|i′2⟩ ( . )

=
1

R3

∑
|i′1,i′2⟩

⟨i1i2|e2r1r2|i′1i′2⟩ . ( . )

For the purposes of this discussion we only need to consider transitions from the
initial Rydberg state |r⟩ to the adjacent angular momentum states, |a⟩ and |b⟩, all
others addno signi cant contribution [ ]. InEq. ( . )wemoved fromthe single-
atom basis into the pair basis in order to elucidate the energy shi s induced by
the dipole-dipole interaction (see Fig. . . ). e initial state |rr⟩ is coupled by
Vdd(R) = (μ(1)ra μ(2)rb )/R3 to |ab⟩, offset by the energy defect

δ = E|ab⟩ − E|rr⟩ = E|a⟩ + E|b⟩ − 2E|r⟩ , ( . )

where the pair state energy E|i1i2⟩ is the sum of the single-atom energies E|i1⟩ and
E|i2⟩. Assuming to be in the pair state basis {|rr⟩, |ab⟩}we diagonalize the Hamil-
tonian

H =

(
0 Vdd(R)

Vdd(R) δ

)
, ( . )

whichdescribes the systemof closelydegenerate states, and nd the eigen-energies

U± =
1

2
(δ ±

√
δ2 + 4V 2

dd(R)) . ( . )

From Eq. ( . ) we consider two regimes. In the limit of near degeneracy δ ≪



Figure . . : Rydberg-Rydberg interactions: (a) Two three-level atoms separated by a
distance R. e dipole matrix elements μij couple the Rydberg states. (b) Two pair states,
|rr⟩ and |ab⟩, are nearly degenerate with a small energy defect δ. Rydberg atoms with this
pair state level structure experience strong long-range interactions.

Vdd(R), the eigen-energies are U± = ±Vdd(R) which scales as 1/R3. In this
regime interactions are of dipole-dipole form. Conversely, in the limit of large
energy defects δ ≫ Vdd(R), the eigen-energies are U+ = δ + V 2

dd(R)/δ and
U− = −V 2

dd(R)/δ, both scaling like 1/R6 of van der Waals form.
Toobtain somephysical insight, Fig. . . depicts thedependenceof interaction

strengthU(R) of singly charged ions, ground-state Rb atoms, and Rydberg atoms
as a function of the inter-atom separationR. Even at close inter-atomic distances of
∼ 1 μminteractions between ground-state neutral atoms areweak, suggesting that
they may be initialized in a tight and stable con guration. In contrast, Rubidium
atomsexcited into the100sRydberg statedisplay very strong interactions. At small
distanceswe see the expected1/R3 scaling, approachingFörster resonance asR →
0. Beyond∼ 10 μm, interactions becomeof van derWaals form. An added feature
of Rydberg interactions is that, as opposed to the uncontrollable ion-ionCoulomb
force which is always “on”, it may be turned “off” by de-exciting one of the atoms
to the ground state.

e van der Waals interaction typically scales with n11 [ ] and the resonant
Förster interactions with n4, so it is generally advantageous to work with the high-
est quantum number possible. We see this highlighted in Fig. . . where for n =

100 the ratio of Rydberg interaction to ground-state interaction is approximately
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Figure . . : Two-atom interaction strength of ionic (top line), ground-state Rubidium
(bo om two lines) andRydberg excitedRubidium(second line from top) atoms as a func-
tion of the inter-particle distance. e Rydberg atoms are excited to the 100s state. Re-
produced from [ ]

1012 [ ]. However, there is an upper limit to n based on practical considerations.
is includes addressability of decreasing discrete energy level separations, ioniza-

tion, and collisions with valence electrons of neighbouring atoms [ ].

. . Q R

A feature of Rydberg interactions that has great promise for quantum information
processing is theRydberg blockade. is effect, demonstratedby several groups [ –

], arises due to the energy shi B that blocks twoormore atoms fromoccupying
the Rydberg state while they are driven by an excitation laser (Fig. . . ). Here,
we discuss quantum computing implementations involving the coherent excita-
tion of a single atom into the Rydberg state [ , ] - although other possibilities
exist [ , ]. e success of this approach relies on the atoms being close enough
for strong interactions while still allowing individual control. e loading and ad-
dressing requirements have been achieved by several groups [ , ] with the for-
mer reporting Rydberg Rabi frequencies of Ω/2π = 1.15MHz which translates
into π pulse times of approximately 440 ns [ ].



Figure . . : Rydbergblockade: Twoatomsare separatedbydistanceR andbothhave the
ground state |g⟩ coupled to the Rydberg state |r⟩with Rabi frequency Ω. In the two-atom
state |rr⟩ the atoms strongly interact, causing a “blockade” energy shi of B ∼ ±1/R3.
When B > Ω, the laser coupling the singly excited states to the doubly excited state is
off-resonant, allowing only one atom to excite into the Rydberg state.

e Rydberg interaction is ideally suited for neutral atom quantum gates [ ,
], the building blocks of quantum computation. By way of example we consider

the controlled-Z (CZ) gate with the unitary matrix

UCZ =


1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −1

 , ( . )

wri en in the computational basis {|00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩, |11⟩}. e CZ gate is a two-
qubit gate consisting of a control (c) and target (t) qubit, where control is achieved
using Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. e qubit states are |0⟩ and |1⟩, where |1⟩
is coupled to the Rydberg state |r⟩ via an excitation laser with an arbitrary Rabi
frequency (ideal gate). An ideal CZ gate may be implemented in a sequence of
three pulses [ ], depicted in Fig. . . : (pulse 1), the control atom’s population
is transferred from |1⟩ to |r⟩ via a π-pulse. A 2π-pulse (pulse 2) on the target atom
induces the population transfer |1⟩ → |r⟩ → |1⟩. Finally (pulse 3), the control
atom’s population in |r⟩ is returned to |1⟩. If the control atomhas population in |r⟩,
excitation of the target atom’s population will be off-resonant. Assuming perfect



Figure . . : Controlled-Z gate: (pulse 1) a resonant transfer between the qubit state |1⟩
and Rydberg state |r⟩ of the control atom c. (pulse 2) subsequent coherent excitation and
de-excitation between |1⟩ and |r⟩ of the target atom t. is performs a Pauli-Z operation
on |1⟩, unless the control atom is excited and blocks it with an energy shi B. (pulse 3)
de-excitation of the control atom.

blockade, atoms in the initial state con gurations, |01⟩, |10⟩ and |11⟩ will have
precisely one atom coupled to |r⟩, thereby picking up an overall π phase shi on
completion of the pulse sequence. Otherwise, the two-atom state that begins in
|00⟩will have neither atom coupled to the Rydberg state and no phase is acquired.
In this way we reproduce the unitary ( . ).

In addition to the errors that plague single-atom operations, there are other
experimental restrictions to consider. e main contributors harming two-atom
operations are atomic motion, preventing perfect transfer to the Rydberg level
and motional heating of atoms during transfer to the Rydberg state [ ]. ese
sources of decoherence are highly dependent on the input state, seen in reference
to Fig. . . : e state |00⟩ is not coupled to the Rydberg state during the entire
operation, avoiding Rydberg related errors. In all other cases, at least one atom
atom performs the |1⟩ to |r⟩ transition (with varying success), thereby reducing
gate delity.

In the regime of blockade energiesmuch larger than the driving Rabi frequency
(B ≫ Ω), leading-order contributions to intrinsic error of a gate operation are
nite Rydberg state lifetime and imperfect blockade. Averaging over the four pos-



sible input states, the gate error is [ , ]

E =
7π
4Ωτ

(
1 +

Ω2

ω2
10

+
Ω2

7B2

)
+

Ω2

8B2

(
1 + 6

B2

ω2
10

)
. ( . )

e rst term, scaling like 1/τ, is associated with spontaneous emission, while the
second accounts for error caused by an imperfect blockade. In the limit ω10 ≫
(B,Ω), we are able to derive a simple expression for the Rabi frequency that min-
imizes the error,

Ωopt = (7π)1/3
B2/3

τ1/3
. ( . )

Substituting Ω in Eq. ( . ) for Ωopt, we arrive at a minimum for the averaged gate
error,

Emin =
3(7π)2/3

8

1

(Bτ)2/3
. ( . )

To illustrate Eq. ( . ) for the 87Rb ns states, Fig. . . depicts the error for a range
of atomic numbers 50 ≤ n ≤ 200 as a function of the inter-atomic separation R.
If excitation to the n = 200 state can be achieved, we are able to perform high-
delity CZ operations at distances up to R = 50 μm.

. S - H

In this section we develop a single-atom Hamiltonian for a four-level system with
driving lasers. e material presented is not original but is useful as a point of ref-
erence. It provides the groundwork for the next section and the subtleties found
there are introduced here.

In thepresenceof anexternal eld, theHamiltoniandescribing anelectronbound
to an atom is [ ]

H = H0 + Hint ( . )

where
H0 =

P2

2m
+ V(R) and Hint = er · E(t) . ( . )
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Figure . . : Intrinsic error E involved in a CZ gate as a function of the separation be-
tween the control and target atom. Lifetimes, in the order of increasing n, are τ =
70, 180, 340, 570, 860, 1200 and 1600 μs. e dashed line represents the cutoff for a
useful CZ operation. Reproduced from [ ]

In the Hamiltonian H0 describing the external- eld-free part, V(R) is the usual
Coulomb interaction binding the electron to the nucleus, R is the inter-particle
distance, m is the electron mass and P = −i∇. In the HamiltonianHint describ-
ing the external eld, E(t) is the time-dependent electric eld and, given e is the
electron charge, d = −er is the dipole moment. e Hamiltonian assumes the
dipole approximation, taking the wave-length of the laser used to drive transitions
between atomic energy levels to be much larger than typical atomic dimensions.

e system under consideration has four levels. ese include the qubit states
|0⟩ and |1⟩, the intermediate state |p⟩ and the Rydberg state |r⟩. For convenience
we rewriteH into the basis of the eigen-vectors ofH0. e external- eld-free part
falls into diagonal form

H0 =
∑

k∈{0,1,p,r}

Ek|k⟩⟨k| , ( . )



where Ek is the energy of state |k⟩. To express Hint in this basis we assume that
|p⟩ has opposite parity to all other relevant eigen-states. By Laporte’s selection
rule, all elements of the dipole operator sharing the same parity vanish, that is,
⟨p|d|p⟩ = ⟨i|d|i′⟩ = 0, where i, i′ ∈ {1, r}. Writing down what is le , the inter-
action Hamiltonian becomes

Hint = −
(
d1,p|1⟩⟨p|+ dp,r|p⟩⟨r|+ H.c.

)
· E(t) ( . )

where H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the two previous terms.
In this discussion, coherent excitation from |1⟩ to |r⟩ is a two photon process

using a “red” (“blue”) beam tuned by an amount Δ to the red (blue) of the inter-
mediate state |p⟩. e electric elds of the red and blue lasers are labelled ER(t)
and EB(t), respectively. Each electric eld vector may be decomposed into posi-
tive and negative frequency components, that is, Ej(t) = Ej e+iωjt + Ej e−iωjt. e
interaction Hamiltonian now becomes

Hint =−
(
d1,p|1⟩⟨p|+ dp,1|p⟩⟨1|

)
·
(
ER eiωRt + ER e−iωRt

)
−
(
dp,r|p⟩⟨r|+ dr,p|r⟩⟨p|

)
·
(
EB ei(ωB+δEr)t + EB e−i(ωB+δEr)t

)
. ( . )

Contributions due to off-resonant coupling of |0⟩ to |p⟩ is heavily suppressed by
the qubit state energy spli ing ω10 ∼ 7 GHz and can be ignored. e small ad-
dition to the blue lasers frequency δEr will compensate for any time-dependence
the blue Rabi frequency acquire when moving into a rotating frame.

ForU an arbitrary unitary operator,H′ = iU̇U† +UHU† is the HamiltonianH
in a rotating frame. is translates to

H′ = H′
1 + H′

2 , ( . )

where
H′

1 = iU̇U† + UH0U† and H′
2 = UHintU† . ( . )

Because we are primarily interested in the transition frequencies, it is natural to



move into the frame of the detuning from |p⟩. us, we choose

U = exp
(
− it
[ ∑
k∈{0,1,p,r}

(δk − Ek)|k⟩⟨k|
])

, ( . )

where δk ∈ {Δ + δE0,Δ, 0,Δ − δEr}. In the next section we explain why the
small frequencies δE0 and δEr are added and what values they should take.

Since the exponent of U commutes with its partial derivative with respect to
time, then U̇ = −iU (

∑
k(Ek + δk)|k⟩⟨k|), andH′

1 in Eq. ( . ) becomes

H′
1 = U

(∑
k

(δk − Ek)|k⟩⟨k|

)
U† + U

(∑
k

Ek|k⟩⟨k|

)
U†

=
∑
k

δk|k⟩⟨k| , ( . )

using the commutation relations [U, |k⟩⟨k|] = 0 ∀k. With a li le work, it is also
found that

H′
2 =−

(
d1,p · ER|1⟩⟨p|+ dp,r · EB|p⟩⟨r|

)
+ H.c.

−
(
d1,p · ERe−2iωRt|1⟩⟨p|+ dp,r · EBe−2i(ωB+δEr)t|p⟩⟨r|

)
+ H.c. , ( . )

where we have used

U|m⟩⟨n| = exp
(
− it(δm − Em)

)
|m⟩⟨n| , ( . )

and the corresponding equality for |m⟩⟨n|U†. In calculating Eq. ( . ) it is helpful
to usewhatwe knowabout the difference between resonance and light frequencies

Δ = (E1 − Ep) + ωR = (Er − Ep)− ωB , ( . )

depicted in Fig. . . . It may be plainly seen in Eq. ( . ) that the terms in the
rst set of parentheses dominate those in the second set. Over the duration of an

experiment we can assume these terms effectively average to zero, which in the



Figure . . : Energy level structure of a Rydberg atom relevant to theHamiltonian in the
text: Ei refers to the energy of the ith state.

rotating wave approximation means they may be neglected.
Finally, de ning the Rabi frequency Ωj = 2dx,y · Ej (assumed real) we have a

simpli ed expression for the system’s Hamiltonian

H′ =
∑
k

δk|k⟩⟨k| −
ΩR

2
(|1⟩⟨p|+ |p⟩⟨1|)− ΩB

2
(|p⟩⟨r|+ |r⟩⟨p|) . ( . )

For the purposes of clarity we denoteH′ asH for the remainder of this thesis.

. E - H

In this section we develop an effective Hamiltonian that provides a numerically
efficient and stablemodel for upcoming chapters. eHamiltonian as it stands has
vastly different time-scales (Δ ≫ ΩR,ΩB) and operates in a large Hilbert space.

e strategy employed here will be to isolate the dynamics that we are interested
in and adiabatically eliminate the rest. We will also nd effective operators for the
decoherence processes involved.

Reminded that the system is in the rotating frame of the previous section we



may dissect Eq. ( . ) as follows: H = Hg + He + V, where

Hg = (Δ + δE0)|0⟩⟨0|+ Δ|1⟩⟨1|+ (Δ − δEr)|r⟩⟨r| ( . )

He = 0 ( . )

V = VR
+ + VR

− + VB
+ + VB

−

= −ΩR

2
(|1⟩⟨p|+ |p⟩⟨1|)− ΩB

2
(|p⟩⟨r|+ |r⟩⟨p|) , ( . )

summarized in Fig. . . . e physical signi cance of δE0 and δEr will be explained
in section . . . Decohering processes are governed by

Lγp,j =
√cjγp |j⟩⟨p| , ( . )

Lγd =
√γd(1 − 2|r⟩⟨r|) , ( . )

Lγr =
√γr |p⟩⟨r| . ( . )

In order, these Lindblad operators L describe decay from |p⟩, dephasing of |r⟩ and
decay from |r⟩ with rates of γp, γd and γr respectively. In Eq. ( . ) the weights cj
for j ∈ {0, 1, g} are the branching ratios of the intermediate state’s decay into state
|j⟩. In Eq. ( . ), 1 is shorthand for the identity operator. It is appropriate here
to discuss Lγp,g because the “atom loss state” |g⟩ does not feature in the system’s
Hamiltonian. Decay events into |g⟩ do not couple back into the system, making
a simple count of (Monte Carlo) jumps into this loss state sufficient to account
for its contribution to the error. Because an atom in |g⟩ no longer contributes to
systemdynamics, theMonteCarlo trajectorymaybe disposed if a jumpof this sort
is detected.



Figure . . : Towards an effective Rydberg system: e ve level system divided into
the ground and excited state manifolds. e ground states are coupled to the “excited”
intermediate state |p⟩ by the (de-)excitation operators Vx

+ (Vx
−), where x = R (B) repre-

sents coupling by the red (blue) detuned laser. e operators Ly, where y = γp, γr or γd,
represent various decoherence processes as detailed in the text.

. . A

If nonperturbative effects between ground states are included, we remember from
section . that

Heff = −1

2

[
V−
∑
l

(
H(l)

NH

)−1

Vl
+ + H.c.

]
+ Hg , ( . )

where the index l runs over the ground states |0⟩, |1⟩ and |r⟩. e non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian for each ground state is

H[l]
NH = −

(
iΓ
2
|p⟩⟨p|+ δl 1

)
, ( . )

where δl indexes the energy associated with state |l⟩ (c.f. Eq. ( . )) and Γ =∑
j cjγp. e contributions of Lγd and Lγr are not included in Eq. ( . ) because

they do not meet the formalism’s criterion that a jump takes the atom from the
excited state manifold to one of the ground states.



Having all the pieces to solve Eq. ( . ) we nd

Heff = δE0|0⟩⟨0|+
(

ΔΩ2
R

4Δ2 + γ2

)
|1⟩⟨1|+

(
(Δ − δEr)Ω2

B

4(Δ − δEr)2 + γ2
− δEr

)
|r⟩⟨r|

+

(
(2Δ − δEr)ΩRΩB

8Δ(Δ − δEr) + 2γ2
|1⟩⟨r|+ H.c.

)
+ Δ1 . ( . )

Recognizing that Δ1 only contributes to the overall phase, we may immediately
subtract it from the diagonal. Without the addition of δEr in Eq. ( . ) a differ-
ence between the Rabi frequencies ΩR and ΩB would cause an energy mismatch
between the states |1⟩ and |r⟩. e stark shi induced by this mismatch leads to
sub-optimal transitions between these states. By introducing the offset δEr, which
can be approximated by

√
Ω2

R − Ω2
B , to the blue laser’s frequency, the discrep-

ancy may be corrected. us, we are le with

Heff =

(
δE0 −

ΔΩ2
R

4Δ2 + γ2

)
|0⟩⟨0|+ (2Δ − δEr)ΩRΩB

8Δ(Δ − δEr) + 2γ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ωeff/2

|1⟩⟨r|+ H.c. ,

( . )
where the coefficient of |1⟩⟨r| is half of the effective Rabi frequency Ωeff. We may
now employ δE0 to remove the contribution that the population in |0⟩ has on the
effectiveHamiltonian. Without it, therewouldbe a slow rotationof thepopulation
in |0⟩, which would be detrimental to the evolution of a qubit state superposition.
In the end we are le with a four-level (including loss state) Hamiltonian with an
effective Rabi frequency coupling the qubit state |1⟩with the Rydberg state |r⟩.

To model dynamics in an open quantum system the effective Lindblad opera-
tors may be calculated as follows

L(eff)
k = Lk

∑
l

(
H(l)

NH

)−1

Vl
+ . ( . )

However, use of Eq. ( . ) is restricted to events that start in the excited stateman-
ifold and decay into the ground state manifold. e operators ( . ) satisfy this



condition and become

L(eff)
γp,j =

√cjγp ΩR

2Δ − iγ
|j⟩⟨1|+

√cjγp ΩB

2(Δ − δEr)− iγ
|j⟩⟨r| . ( . )

e remaining operators ( . ) and ( . ) are not sensitive to the detuning Δ
and, thus, do not have a strictly effective form. is being said, because the inter-
mediate state has been adiabatically removed, they are required to operate in the
ground state manifold. Dephasing of the Rydberg state con ned to the ground
states is described by

L(eff)
γd,r

=
√γd(1G − 2|r⟩⟨r|) , ( . )

where 1G is the identity operator in the ground-state manifold.
Decay from theRydberg state poses an interesting problem: Spontaneous emis-

sion of |r⟩ implies decay into |p⟩, a state which been adiabatically removed. To
solve this we exploit the rapid decay rate of the intermediate state. e effective
operator describing Rydberg decay remains the same as for the original system,
that is

L(eff)
γr

= Lγr =
√γr |p⟩⟨r| , ( . )

but in the case of an event, we temporarily reintroduce the intermediate state. Sys-
tem dynamics is temporarily con ned to the provisional state |p⟩, where it then
quickly decays, making one of the jumps described by the operators ( . ). In
practice, this does not mean returning to a ve level description, as the interme-
diate state may “borrow” the loss state during its short appearance. We refer to
Fig. . . for a visualizationof the effectiveHamiltonian anddecohering processes.

us far, we have presented a model for two photon excitations in an open
quantumRydberg system. Two signi cant sources of decoherence are considered:
First, spontaneous emission from both the high-lying Rydberg state and the state
mediating the two-photon exchange. Second, error caused by dephasing of the
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Figure . . : For numerical efficiency the short-lived, intermediate state |p⟩ is adiabati-
cally eliminated and yields an effective description with couplings (Ωeff) and dissipation
terms (L̂γd ,L̂γp,j) shown in the le part of the gure. For convenience, |p⟩ is formally rein-
troduced to also represent decay events from |r⟩ (see text).

Rydberg state. Originally a ve level system (including loss state), we were able to
reduce the complexity by adiabatically eliminating themediating |p⟩ state. For the
resulting system a set of effective operators was calculated that ensure the time-
scales for all processes are of the same order. A careful study of the Rydberg state’s
decay was needed as it involved feeding of the previously eliminated mediating
state.

. T - H

If an atom achieves excitation to the Rydberg state, it will block a nearby atom at-
tempting the same transition via the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction. In this thesis,
we consider a Rydberg gate in the limit of a Rydberg blockade energy shi (B)
much larger than than the Rabi frequency of the Rydberg state excitationΩeff. Be-
cause typical shi s achieved in experiment are of an order ofmagnitude larger than
the excitation Rabi frequency, there are two very different time-scales introduced



Figure . . : Adiabatic elimination of the doubly excited Rydberg state: When the Ryd-
berg blockadeB ≫ Ωeff there is only a weak coupling between the ground states and the
doubly excited Rydberg state |rr⟩.

in a numerical simulation. is section presents an efficient numerical implemen-
tation of interacting two-atom dynamics.

e two-atom state |rr⟩, with energyB, is a candidate for “rough adiabatic elim-
ination” [ ] as it ful ls two criteria: e state |rr⟩ is only weakly coupled to any
other state and in a quantum computational operation, population does not begin
in the Rydberg state. In the language of the previous section, the system in which
both atoms occupy the Rydberg state lies in the excited statemanifold, as depicted
in Fig. . . . Toward an effective Hamiltonian we assume that |rr⟩ undergoes no
evolution, or its population crr remains static, ċrr(t) = 0. Schrödinger’s equation
for the evolution of the state |ψ⟩ = [. . . , cr1, . . . , cr1, . . . , crr]T under the Hamil-
tonian 1 ⊗ Heff + Heff ⊗ 1 + B|rr⟩⟨rr| is

...

iċr1(t) =
Ωeff

2
crr

...

iċ1r(t) =
Ωeff

2
crr

...

iċrr(t) =
Ωeff

2
cr1 +

Ωeff

2
c1r + B crr ,

( . )

( . )

( . )



where we have le out decoherence effects for simplicity.
Under the conditions above, we see from Eq. ( . ) that crr may be rewri en as

a sum of the other states,

crr = −Ωeff

2B
cr1 −

Ωeff

2B
c1r . ( . )

In this description of crr, the population of |rr⟩ may be considered slaved to the
dynamics of the other states. Substituting Eq. ( . ) back into Eqs. ( . ) and
( . ), we nd

iċr1(t) = iċ1r(t) = −Ω2
eff

4B
cr1 −

Ω2
eff

4B
c1r , ( . )

an effective Hamiltonian for a system without the state |rr⟩. Now, the relevant
terms in this Hamiltonian go as the inverse of the blockade frequencyB. Whereas
before a high- delity gate facilitated by increasingB pushed us further away from
numerical feasibility, we are now able to investigate regimeswith perfect blockade.
Assuming that only two atoms a empt to access the Rydberg state at any one time,
thismethodmaybe extended in a straightforwardway to amulti-atom systemwith
numbersN > 2 atoms. is allows us to simulate one atom controlling all others
inside the Rydberg radius.

. C

In this chapterwediscussed the properties of neutral atoms andhow theymight be
used in quantum computation. To facilitate the two-atom coupling necessary for
computation,we sawhowa strongdipole-dipole interaction is achievedbyexciting
atoms into the high-lying Rydberg state. is systemwas taken to create a realistic
numerical model, capable of simulating experiment.



4
Efficient process chara erisation

If a quantumsystem is subject tounitary anddissipativedynamics, it is a non-trivial
task to theoretically determine the resulting processE from a general input state to
its corresponding output state. Solving that problem is highly relevant in quantum
information science, as it quanti es not only the delity of gates for different input
states but also the dominant error mechanisms. In turn this may eventually point
to improved gates by appropriate control schemes. In this thesis we distinguish be-
tween (experimental) process tomography and (theoretical) characterisation of a
process by solution of the master equation. A theoretical χ-matrix may be com-
pared with experiments to validate interaction parameters [ , ]. It may also be
applied to investigate how errors accumulate when processes are applied to states,
which are themselves the outcome of previous interactions (in a quantum algo-
rithm for example).

is chapter will present a procedure to numerically determine the quantum



process E from the master equation governing time-dependent system dynamics.
Monte Carlo wave functions [ – , ] have allowed a numerically efficient al-
ternative to the ordinary master equation approach to obtain the time dependent
density matrix ρ(t). Indeed, a Monte Carlo simulation of a quantum system with
aHilbert space of sizeD (D ≫ 1) involves far less variables (∼ D) than its master
equation counterpart (∼ D2). In this chapter we simulate the evolution of our
system from an initial maximally entangled state with a non-evolving ancilla sys-
tem. We show that the Monte Carlo wave functions for this combined system can
be directly processed to yield information about the quantum process E .

is chapter is organizedas follows. In section . we showhowthe timeevolved
Monte Carlo wave functions can be used to yield stochastic ”process vectors” ζ
that directly average to the process matrix χ. In section . we show how the no-
jump, single wave function trajectory yields a readily accessible upper bound on
the trace distance between the actual process matrix and any desired process ma-
trix - a usefulmeasure of process delity. In section . we apply ourmethod to the
simulation of a Rydberg blockadeCZ gate, subject to realistic decay and dephasing
mechanisms. Section . concludes the chapter.

. P M C

Since the outcome of amaster equation evolutionmay be reproduced by state vec-
tors in the Monte Carlo wave function method we have access to larger quantum
systems. How this bene ts process characterisation is the focus of this section. We
rst analyse ancilla assisted process characterisation usingMonteCarlowave func-

tions (AAWF) and discuss its advantages over usual characterisation techniques.
We conclude the section with a discussion of why the ancilla strategy is preferred
over a Monte Carlo treatment of standard quantum process tomography.

We consider a bipartite wave function |Ψ⟩⟩ =
∑

r |r⟩ ⊗ |r⟩ describing a prin-
cipal system maximally entangled with an identical ancilla system. We subject the
input state to a process (E ⊗ 1) : |Ψ⟩⟩ → |ΨE⟩⟩, which acts on the principal
system only (1 is the identity operator). Picking the same set of Hermitian basis



operators {Em} as found in section . , we may rewrite the action of this process
in the following way

|ΨE⟩⟩ =
∑
m

ζm(Em ⊗ 1)|Ψ⟩⟩ , ( . )

where ζm are elements of the ζ-vector.
Let |j⟩ for j ∈ {1, . . . ,D2} be the linearly independent basis for the space of

D2-dimensional vectors on the principle-ancilla Hilbert space. We may catalogue
the action of all operators Em ⊗ 1 on the bipartite input state as follows

(Em ⊗ 1)|Ψ⟩⟩ =
∑
j

κmj |j⟩ . ( . )

where theD2×D2 matrix κ indexes these operations. e state resulting from the
applied process, |ΨE⟩⟩, may also be expanded onto {|j⟩}

|ΨE⟩⟩ =
∑
j

λj|j⟩ . ( . )

Combining Eqs. ( . ), ( . ) and ( . ) we obtain∑
m

κmj ζm = λj , ( . )

which is the wave function analogue to Eq. ( . ).
Unlike the process matrix χ, determining the ζ-vector is not enough to char-

acterise an open system. Realizing this, we take an ensemble of state vectors |Ψ⟩⟩
that evolve under the rules ofMonteCarlowave functions. Reintroducing the sum
over the basis vectors |j⟩ to both sides of Eq. ( . ), taking the outer product and
averaging over the ensemble yields∑

jk

λjλ∗k |j⟩⟨k| =
∑
jk,mn

ζmζ
∗
nκ

m
j (κ

n
k)

∗|j⟩⟨k| , ( . )



because κmj (κnk)∗ = κmj (κnk)∗ - following from its de nition in Eq. ( . ). By Eqs.
( . ) and ( . ) this may rewri en as

|ΨE⟩⟩⟨⟨ΨE | =
∑
mn

ζmζ
∗
n(Em ⊗ 1)|Ψ⟩⟩⟨⟨Ψ|(E†

m ⊗ 1) . ( . )

Toprogress, we refer to section . were the superoperatorO =
∑

rsOrs⊗Orswas
de ned to represent all input matricesOrs necessary for process characterisation.
Observe thatO is a pure state projection operator

O =
∑
rs

|rr⟩⟨ss| = |Ψ⟩⟩⟨⟨Ψ| . ( . )

us, the evolution ofO is equivalent to the propagation of |Ψ⟩⟩ → |ΨE⟩⟩ under
the rules of Monte Carlo wave functions. Equation ( . ) becomes

E(Ors)⊗Ors =

[∑
mn

ζmζ
∗
n(EmOmnE†

n)

]
⊗Ors , ( . )

from which we can conclude that

χmn = ζmζ
∗
n . ( . )

By averaging the ζ-vector coordinates over a sufficiently large ensemble of Monte
Carlo wave functions we directly obtain the process matrix of Eq. ( . ).

Implementation of the AAWF method is described in Fig. . . . To propagate
|Ψ⟩⟩ in a singleMonteCarlo trajectory wemust solveD coupled differential equa-
tions a total ofD times. us, averaging over n trajectories requires solving nD×D
coupled differential equations, which may be much less than the D4 equations
needed by standard techniques. Evenmore striking is the reduction in cost associ-
ated with the decomposition of κ, which scales as a O(D6) problem, compared to
theO(D12) decomposition problemassociatedwith theK-matrix of section . . .
Each of the n Monte Carlo simulations at output creates a size O(D4) problem



Figure . . : Implementation of ancilla assisted process characterisation with Monte
Carlo wave functions: In each trajectory i, the evolution of the entangled principle-ancilla
system is simulated, subject to the process E ⊗ 1. From the expansion coefficients λ(i)j ,
we determine the vector of components ζ(i)m (Eq. ( . )). Averaging over many simulation
outcomes ζ(i)m ζ(i)∗n the χ-matrix is obtained.

when using forward/backward substitution to solve for the ζ-vector.
In the spirit of standard process characterisation, we might have used Monte

Carlo wave functions to simulate input states in the original Hilbert space, con-
struct the output densitymatrices and subsequently solve for χ. However, for each
of theD2 input states we would have to simulate the trajectories of nMonte Carlo
wave functions of sizeD, which is a larger problem than its AAPCcounterpart (Ta-
ble . . ). Also, this method does not allow for a ζ-vector equivalent, meaning no
reduction in the complexity of solving Eq. ( . ).

Note that the decomposition ofK is independent of the physical process E , be-
ing entirely constructed fromstructural properties of the chosenoperator and state
bases of the quantum system. e same is true for the vector variant, applied to
the analysis ofMonte Carlo wave functions. Indeed, our vector formulation of the
problem shows that the simpler decomposition of κ offers an effective reduction
of the costs to decomposeK, which is applicable for standard process characteri-
sation.



Table . . : Numerical cost of characterising a quantum process on a D dimensional
Hilbert space. e rst column lists the density matrix and Monte Carlo approaches to
standard (SQPC) and ancilla assisted process characterisation (AAPC). e second col-
umn (c.d.e.) lists the number of coupled differential equations needed to simulate the time
evolution. e last column (s.l.e.) lists the cost of solving the system of linear equations
for the χ-matrix/ζ-vector, assuming a Cholesky decomposition of the matrixK (κ).

Technique c.d.e. s.l.e.
SQPC:

density matrix D2 × D2 O(D8)
Monte Carlo nD2 × D O(D8)

AAPC:
density matrix D2 × D2 O(D8)
Monte Carlo nD× D n× O(D4)

. U

We are interested in the characterisation of the effect of noise and dissipation on
gate operations in quantum computing. To have any relevance for quantum com-
putation such gates may only experience weak noise. is implies that in the ma-
jority ofMonteCarlo simulations, thewave functions should follow the “no-jump”
trajectory ( . ) through the entire duration of the process. Simulating this single
wave function with the AAWF method provides a useful indication of the gate’s
performance.

e simulated Monte Carlo wave functions making up a AAWF calculation of
χ may be separated into two parts; those that never jumped, yielding a single ζ-
vector and corresponding χ-matrix, χS = ζSζ

†
S and those that jumped at randomly

assigned times to yield a set of vectors (χ i = ζ iζ
†
i ). e fraction S

n of no-jumpwave
functions is equal to the product of the normalization factors (1−δp) inEq. ( . )
applied over time. e remaining fraction J

n of the simulated ensemble (n = J+ S
being the total number of trajectories) yields the sum of terms χJ =

1
J

∑J
i=1 ζ iζ

†
i .



Finally we see that

χ =
S
n
χS +

J
n
χJ . ( . )

e trace distancemeasure is ametric on the space of quantum states and serves
as a simple quantitativemeasure between them. It is de ned byT(A,B) ≡ 1

2
∥A−

B∥tr, where ∥C∥tr = Tr(
√
C†C) is the trace norm. Calculating the trace distance

between Eq. ( . ) and the ideal process matrix χ̃ we employ the triangle inequal-
ity and translational invariance to obtain

T(χ̃,
S
n
χS +

J
n
χJ) ≤ T(χ̃ − S

n
χS, 0) + T(0,

J
n
χJ). ( . )

Since T(0, J
n χJ) = 1

2
∥ J
n χJ∥tr = J

2n , this provides an upper bound on the trace
distance using the evolution of only a single no-jump wave functions and its asso-
ciated χ matrix,

T(χ̃, χS + χJ) ≤ T(χ̃,
S
n
χS) +

J
2n

. ( . )

Clearly, this upper bound is of limited value if dissipation is signi cant and many
wave functions jump.

Another typical measure for the effect of error in a process is delity, de ned by
F(χ̃, χ) ≡ ∥

√
χ̃√χ∥tr. However, being a non-linear expression it has amore com-

plicated relation with the different components of the wave function ensemble.
We shall return to both process error measures in the numerical example below.

. R -Z

As an example of our process characterisation, we consider the controlled-Z (CZ)
gate operation between atoms coupled by the Rydberg blockade interaction (Fig.
. . ). Each atom has four levels; two ground levels which comprise the qubit

space, the Rydberg level with which the atoms interact, and the intermediate level
which facilitates transitions to the Rydberg level via a two-photon process. us,
even though the initial state space and resulting processmatrixmay be restricted to
the qubit space we are still required to simulate the system considering all levels.



Figure . . : Rydbergmediated controlled-Z gate. (a) Level structure of a Rydberg atom.
is includes the qubit states |0⟩ and |1⟩, intermediate state |p⟩ andRydberg state |r⟩. Res-

onant transfer from |1⟩ to |r⟩ is achieved by a two photon process via |p⟩. e red (blue)
laser coupling |1⟩ (|r⟩) to |p⟩ at Rabi frequency ΩR is detuned from |p⟩ by frequency Δ.
By eliminating the intermediate state we arrive at an effective Hamiltonian that describes
a |0⟩ → |r⟩ transition at Rabi frequencyΩeff = ΩRΩB/2Δ. When two such atoms are in
close proximity (∼ 10 μm) a control atom in the Rydberg state will block resonant trans-
fer of any other (target) atom into |r⟩ because of the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction energy
shi B. (b) Depicts the pulse sequence of a CZ gate. e pulses are “square”, meaning the
Hamiltonian has no time dependence within any given pulse. e operatorH is the effec-
tive Hamiltonian and 1 represents the identity operation on the target (top) and control
(bo om) atom. e operator L = − i

2

∑
m L†mLm describes decoherence in the system

and the two-atom interactionB|rr⟩⟨rr| prevents both atoms from occupying the Rydberg
state.

Obtaining the χ-matrix even for the simplest two-qubit gates is non-trivial, and
extending it beyond two atoms becomes computationally challenging for standard
characterisation strategies. Meanwhile, the proposed AAWF method can readily
deal with multi-qubit process characterisation involving up to 8-10 atoms.

An controlled-Z gate performs a Pauli-Z operation on a target atom depending
on the state of a control atom. An ideal Rydberg mediated CZ gate is achieved
through excitation to the high-lying Rydberg state |r⟩. e qubit state |1⟩ of both
the control (c) and target (t) atom are coupled to |r⟩. If the control atom is excited
to |r⟩ in the rst π-pulse, it shi s the energy of the target’s Rydberg state by the
blockade frequencyB. Unless both atoms start in the qubit |0⟩ state and assuming
perfect blockade, the two-atom state will pick up a π phase shi upon completion



Table . . : Physical parameters for our simulations based on values discussed in
Refs. [ , ].

Experimental parameter Symbol Value
Detuning Δ/2π . GHz
Red Rabi frequency ΩR/2π MHz
Blue Rabi frequency ΩB/2π - MHz
Rydberg blockade B/2π MHz
Decay rate (|p⟩) γp/2π . MHz
Decay rate (|r⟩) γr/2π . kHz
Dephasing rate (|r⟩) γd/2π . / . kHz

of the pulse sequence.
A CZ gate on the 5s1/2 hyper ne states |0⟩ ≡ |F = 1,mF = 0⟩ and |1⟩ ≡

|F = 2,mF = 0⟩ involves single qubit rotations between |1⟩ and the Rydberg
state |r⟩ = |97d5/2,mj = 5/2⟩. is is a two photon process, achieved with
σ+ polarized - and -nm beams. e -nm beam is tuned by Δ to the
red of the |1⟩ → |p⟩ ≡ |5p3/2, F = 3⟩ transition while the -nm beam is
blue detuned from |p⟩ by Δ. e resulting Rabi frequencies are ΩR (ΩB) for the
red (blue) detuned laser. A er adiabatically eliminating |p⟩ from the system, the
effective Hamiltonian describing Rydberg rotations is (section . . )

H =
(2Δ − δEr)ΩRΩB

8Δ(Δ − δEr) + 2γ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ωeff/2

|1⟩⟨r|+ H.c. , ( . )

where the coefficient of |1⟩⟨r| is half of the effective Rabi frequencyΩeff, the offset
δEr may be approximated by

√
Ω2

R − Ω2
B andH.c. denotes Hermitian conjugate.

Decay from |p⟩, at the rate γ, may be recast into effective form

Lγp,j =

√cjγp ΩR

2Δ − iγ
|j⟩⟨1|+

√cjγp ΩB

2(Δ − δEr)− iγ
|j⟩⟨r| , ( . )



where cj are the branching ratios for decay from |p⟩ into |0⟩ (c0 = 0.32), |1⟩ (c1 =
0.12) and the “loss state” |g⟩ (cg = 0.56). e loss state cannot be ignored in
simulation as it features heavily in the decay from |p⟩. We remember that it may be
omi ed from the system’sHamiltonian by disposing aMonteCarlo trajectory that
simulates an atom loss. Its contribution to the processes overall error is calculated
by counting the number of discarded trajectories. Dephasing due tomagnetic eld
noise and atomic motion are described by

Lγd =
√γd(1 − 2|r⟩⟨r|) , ( . )

where 1 is shorthand for the identity operator. Spontaneous emission from |r⟩,
described by the jump operator

Lγr =
√γr|p⟩⟨r| , ( . )

temporarily populates the eliminated state |p⟩ before jumping to one of the lower
lying states. is system is discussed further in Sec. . . Parameters chosen in
simulation are listed in Table . . .

. . P

Ideally an characterisation of aCZ gate due to an experimental realization, and thus
numerical simulation, should reproduce the χ-matrix depicted in Fig. . . . It usu-
ally doesn’t and in Fig. . . (a) we show the trace distance between the ideal pro-
cess matrix χ̃ and one simulated with decohereing processes χ, plo ed as a func-
tion of the blue laser Rabi frequency ΩB. ere are three sets of solid and dashed
lines, these are separate calculations based on the size of the blockade shi .

e solid curves are based on our simulations with ensembles of n = 500

Monte Carlo wave functions. ere are two physical considerations that deter-
mine the optimum blue Rabi frequency seen in Fig. . . (a). Gate time tgate ∝
1/Ωeff lengthens as ΩB decreases, allowing greater opportunity for error from in-



Figure . . : Real part of the process matrix characterising the ideal (no decohereing
processes) controlled-Z gate. Sub-tick labels to the right of eachWI readWX,WY,WZ,
whereW ∈ {I,X, Y,Z}.

termediate state decay and dephasing. As the effective Rabi frequency matches
and then exceeds B the blockade becomes ineffective and population from the
target atom rotates through the Rydberg state, thereby picking up an unwanted
phase. We nd an optimum between these two regimes and, although certain to
pose experimental challenges, there is a clear advantage by working with larger
blockade frequencies. We note that these results differ slightly from the analysis
in section . . , where it was shown that an optimal Rabi frequency was found by
balancing the blockade strength against the Rydberg state lifetime. Decay from
the Rydberg state was included in the simulation but dephasing was seen to be the
leading source of error.

e dashed curves are upper bound calculations using a single no-jump trajec-
tory (cf. Sec. . ). It can be clearly seen that they exceed the correspondingMonte
Carlo simulation, con rming the validity of this approach. If only a roughmeasure
or trend over a range of parameters is needed, this tool offers a drastic speed-up
over conventional methods. It is interesting to note that the upper bound results
converge to that of the Monte Carlo calculations as the Rabi frequency increases.
We remember that thequality of theupperbounddependson thenumberof quan-
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Figure . . : Simulating the χ-matrix with AAWF. (a) Trace distance as a function of
the blue laser Rabi frequency for three experimental realizations of blockade strength.
Shown is full AAWF treatment (solid line) and “no-jump wave function” upper bound
(do ed line). Parameters are listed in Table . . using γd/2π = 1.0 kHz. (b) Real
and (c) imaginary part of the difference between the ideal and simulated process matrix
for a CZ gate [N.B. Sub-tick labels to the right of each WI read WX, WY, WZ, where
W ∈ {I,X, Y,Z}]. Parameters are that of (a) but choosing ΩB = 40MHz, indicated by
the (red) dot.



tum “jumps”. In quantum computation it is usually assumed (or hoped) that there
are not many. A larger Rabi frequency translates into a shorter gate time and thus
less opportunity for jumps.

Figures . . (b) and . . (c) illustrate the difference between the process ma-
trix elements of an ideal CZ gate and one simulated with decoherence. We note
that this is a characterisation of the qubit states only. Although the Rydberg state
was involved in simulation it is only a mediating state, quantum information is
stored on the qubit states. ese gures serve as a reminder that although the trace
distance offers a good quantitative measure we have access to more information
through a complete process characterisation.

. E

e Monte Carlo wave functions on average yield the density matrix. is is true
for any ensemble size, while the statistical errors on the estimate decrease with in-
creasing n. e trace distance and the delity measures are not linear functions
in the density matrix elements. Hence, sampling their values with a nite wave
function ensemble may provide a systematic error in addition to the statistic un-
certainty of the method. In [ ], a non-linear master equation was analysed and
the systematic error was estimated to scale as 1/n, becoming less important than
the statistical error (∼ 1/

√
n) for large ensembles. Convergence of the AAWF

method is illustrated in Fig. . . , where trace distanceT(χ̃, χ) and delity F(χ̃, χ)
are recorded for different Monte Carlo wave function ensemble sizes. For each
ensemble size, we have made 50 simulations and at n = 500, sample-to-sample
variations are small enough to consider the output results satisfactorily converged.

. D

In conclusion we have presented a numerically efficient method to obtain the χ-
matrix for an arbitrary quantum process from a solution to the system’s master
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Figure . . : Convergence of the process delity and trace distance determined by the
ancilla assisted wave function characterisation method. For selected values of n the mean
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e solid lines represent calculations using the parameters in Table . . with γd/2π =
1.0 kHz. e dashed lines are obtained with the higher dephasing rate γd/2π =2.0 kHz.



equation. Monte Carlo wave functions present an effective means to simulate the
system density matrix and extends in a natural way to model ancilla assisted pro-
cess characterisation. Parametrizing the outcomes of the simulated system un-
der a xed set of operations we presented a ζ-vector representation of the Monte
Carlo wave functions. Because the process matrix χ results as a simple product
of ζ-vector components the numerical effort to both simulate state evolution and
represent the process adequately were signi cantly reduced. We also showed why
this method is preferred over a straightforward retrieval of output density matri-
ces from averaged wave function components. e Monte Carlo wave function
method provides the further insight that, in the case of li le dissipation, a single
“no-jump” trajectory is enough to nd an upper bound on trace distance between
the ideal χ and the simulated one. Such upper bound estimates may be helpful in
estimatingoptimal parameters for experiments. Furthermore, our analysis showed
that the mathematical inversion problem occurring in standard process charac-
terisation can be solved in the much lower dimensional vector space. Although
identi ed by our state vector formalism, it may be applied to density matrices in
usual process tomography. A demonstration on the Rydberg mediated two-qubit
controlled-Z gate showed proof-of-principle calculations that the method is capa-
ble of efficiently modelling a quantum computing implementation based on neu-
tral atoms.



5
Error accumulation in quantum circuits

Since the rst proposalsweremade tousequantumeffects for computingpurposes
there has been a strong focus on how errors and imperfectionsmay harm and even
prevent successful application of quantum computing. A simple estimate suggests
that if each single operation in a computation entails an error with a probability
p > 0 then the application of k operations will lead to a useful outcome with a
probability that decreases exponentially∼ (1− p)k. Error correction codes have
provided away to correct these errors up to a certain probability threshold, thereby
allowing scalable fault-tolerant quantum computing [ , ].

e error occurring in a single computational step such as a one- or two-qubit
gate is o en characterised by a single number (i.e. trace distance), typically re-
lated to the overlap between the desired and actual output state, averaged over all
input states. However, there is no guarantee that such a number encapsulates the
accumulation of errors in a quantum circuit where the output state of one opera-



tion serves as the input to the next. Errors may build up coherently, so that error
probabilities growquadratically rather than linearlywith time, or so that they com-
pensate each other, cf., bang-bang control and composite pulses [ – ]. us,
a concatenation of two imperfect gates can lead to either unusable results or a cor-
recting mechanism. To theoretically characterise a complete quantum circuit is
a formidable task and is ultimately at odds with using a physical system to solve
computationally hard problems. Still, a theoretical analysis of how errors propa-
gate and accumulate in small systems may guide efforts to pick among different
implementations of gates and assess optimal strategies for error correction.

In this chapter, processes in a quantum system are described by χ-matrices. In
quantum computing we aim to implement de nite gate operations and process
matrices account for the effects of error, e.g., due to dissipation and decoherence.
It will be shown how χ-matrices calculated once for one- and two-qubit gates can
be concatenated to characterise circuits built from many of these gates. is will
be exempli ed in neutral atom quantum computing where the Rydberg blockade
mechanism is used for two-qubit quantum gates [ , ]. Circuits comprised of
Rydberg mediated two-qubit gates may be directly compared to alternative multi-
qubit implementations exploiting a singleRydberg atom’s ability to simultaneously
control a number of neighbouring atoms.

e chapter is organized as follows. In section . , we outline the de nition of
χ-matrices and how they may be computed with Monte Carlo wave function sim-
ulations. In section . , we describe how χ-matrices for simple processes on few
particles are concatenated to characterise large quantum circuits. In section . ,
we brie y reiterate the Rydberg blockade gate scheme for completeness. In sec-
tion . , we concatenate one- and two-qubit gate χ-matrices in a neutral atom sys-
tem to characterise the circuit performing a Toffoli gate. is we compare to a di-
rect multi-atom Rydberg mediated implementation. In section . , we conclude.



. P

Consider the action of a quantum process that takes an input density matrix ρ de-
scribing a physical system with Hilbert space dimension D to an output density
matrix. We remember that such a process, described as a completely-positive lin-
ear map E : ρ → E(ρ), may be wri en (section . ),

E(ρ) =
∑
mn

χmnEmρE†
n , ( . )

by introducing a complete basis of D2 operators {En} on the Hilbert space. e
D2 × D2 elements χmn constitute the process matrix χ.

If the system is subject to known dissipation and decoherencemechanisms, the
quantum system evolution may be modelled theoretically and the process matrix
be calculated by solution of the quantum master equation. A gate operation typi-
cally involves application of time dependent laser pulses. erefore, it is valuable
to determine how losses and errors accumulate and contribute to different types
of errors in the output. Such detailed studies may also serve to con rm the values
of experimental parameters [ , ].

We saw in chapter that quantum processes may be characterised using an en-
semble of Monte Carlo wave functions. ere are a number of reasons that make
it desirable in this chapter, which nds χ for (large) quantum circuits: First, for
largeD, an adequate ensemble of wave functions is easier to store and evolve than
density matrices. Second, obtaining χ through the output state data from an en-
semble of wave functions is less costly, numerically, than from a density matrix.

ird, the stochastic evolution consists of a deterministic smooth evolution inter-
rupted by “quantum jumps”. If only an estimate is needed, a single deterministic
“no-jump” wave function suffices to provide a rigorous bound on the process ma-
trices describing the evolution.



. T

Suppose the quantum circuit performing a computational task is composed of N
physical units. e Hilbert space of the entire system is then a tensor product of
NHilbert spaces, each of dimension d. An implementation of a quantum process
o en requires using more than just the qubit states. However, since the physical
units only process binary information we shall refer to them as qubits, even if we
exploit states from a space larger than dimension 2. On each qubit Hilbert space
we assume the complete operator basis {eni}. By merely forming tensor products
of the basis operators, we obtain a complete operator basis {En = en1 ⊗ . . .⊗ enN}
for theN qubits, where the single index n represents all values of the set n1, . . . nN.

If we assume that (i) processmatrices χ correctly describe processes acting sep-
arately on one and two qubits of the circuit, and (ii) the decay and dissipation
is independent and uncorrelated on different particles and at different times (no
super-radiance or non-Markovian effects) then the application of several one- and
two-qubit operations is exactly representedby an appropriate concatenation of the
corresponding process matrices. e operator tensor product structure provides
a convenient representation of the operators Em (E†

n) in Eq. ( . ) and enables a
straightforward calculation of the D2 × D2 = d2N × d2N dimensional process
matrices χ for multi-qubit processes.

. . P

Suppose two subsystems are simultaneously subjected to processes independent
of each other. ese processes, E (1) and E (2), may be described by the process
matrices χ(1) and χ(2) respectively, illustrated as two- and one-qubit gates in Fig.
. . (a). e combined three-qubit processmatrix χ(1,2) is simply the tensor prod-

uct of the independent χ matrices. Other systems may be present but idle during
the gate operation. ey are acted on by the identity operator in the processmatrix
tensor product.



Figure . . : Parallel and serial concatenation: Concatenation of (a) processes acting
simultaneously on different qubits, and (b) processes acting sequentially on the same set
of qubits. Expressions for the resulting process matrices χ(1,2) are discussed in the text.

. . S

Most quantum algorithms make use of many computational steps, where the out-
put of every step serves as the input to the subsequent one. In Fig. . . (b) we
illustrate this situation for two consecutive three-qubit operations E (1) and E (2)

characterised by χ(1) and χ(2) respectively. If the output E (1)(ρ) of the input den-
sity matrix ρ becomes the input of E (2), what is the resulting χ matrix? Formally,
the output of the sequential application of the operations is given by

E (2)
(
E (1)(ρ)

)
=
∑
pq

χ(2)pq Ep

(∑
mn

χ(1)mn EmρE†
n

)
E†
q , ( . )

Since the operators Er form a complete set, any product EpEm can be expanded
on these operators, that is, EpEm =

∑
mp c

r
pmEr and E†

nE†
q =

∑
nq(c

s
qn)

∗ E†
s . Equa-

tion ( . ) then becomes

E (2)
(
E (1)(ρ)

)
=
∑
rs

χ(1,2)rs ErρE†
s , ( . )

where
χ(1,2)rs =

∑
mn,pq

crpmχ
(1)
mn χ

(2)
pq (c

s
qn)

∗ . ( . )



Figure . . : e Toffoli gate: (a) e three-qubit Toffoli gate on the le may be repro-
duced by a circuit of , Hadamard (H), T = exp(iπσz/8) and T† gates, shown to
the right. (b) e process matrix χ (le ), characterising the Toffoli gate may be calculated
by concatenation of one- and two-qubit process matrices (right). e process matrices
χC, χH, χT and χT† characterise the , Hadamard, T and T† gates respectively. e
“identity” process matrix χI indicates an idle qubit.

Note that although two consecutive processesmay act ondifferent subsets of some
multi-qubit system, both operations may be reformulated to act on the entire sys-
tem through parallel concatenation.

It nowbecomes apparent that once the processmatrices of all contributing gates
in a circuit have been computed conclusively, we limit the cost of nding χ(1,2) and
thus of processmatrices for larger quantum circuits. e assessment of how errors
accumulate becomes a function of the width and depth of the quantum circuit.

. . E : T

e Toffoli gate, or 2 gate, performs the operation on a target qubit de-
pending on the state of two control qubits. e Toffoli gate may be implemented
as a sequence of six two-qubit gates and nine one-qubit Hadamard, T =

exp(iπσz/8) and T† phase gates, see Fig. . . (a). e gate and its generalization
to higher numbers of control qubits ( k ) have applications as sub-modules
in different quantum computing algorithms. us, it is relevant to determine the



process matrix for its implementation in realistic systems.
In the analysis of the Toffoli gate process matrix we rst simulated the propa-

gation of quantum states through the sequence of one- and two-qubit gates in the
full three-qubit Hilbert space. Such a calculation, e.g. using Monte Carlo wave
functions to include dissipation, yields the full circuit processmatrix χcir. Next, as-
suming the independence of errors occurring on different qubits and in different
gates we apply the concatenation rules to obtain the circuit’s process matrix χcat.
Its repeated use of the same χ matrix (cf. Fig. . . (b)), which only needs
a single calculation on a two-qubit system, a ests to the advantage of the la er
approach.

. R

In Rubidium, a convenient choice for the qubit states are the hyper ne ground
states |0⟩ ≡ |5s1/2, F = 1,mF = 0⟩ and |1⟩ ≡ |5s1/2, F = 2,mF = 0⟩. ey
can be selectively excited to the Rydberg state |r⟩ = |97d5/2,mj = 5/2⟩ by a two
photon process using a -nm ( -nm) laser eld, tuned by an amount Δ to
the red (blue) of the intermediate |p⟩ ≡ |5p3/2, F = 3⟩ state. e Rabi frequency
associatedwith the red (blue) detuned laser isΩR (ΩB), illustrated inFig. . . (a).
An atom that achieves excitation to the Rydberg state shi s the |r⟩ state energy of
all other atoms within the so-called blockade radius by an amount B. us, one
excited atom can prevent the resonant excitation of its neighbouring atoms and
this is the basis for effective quantum gates between them.

Dephasing of the Rydberg level normally associated with magnetic eld noise
andatomicmotion ismodeledby theoperatorLγd =

√γd(1−2|r⟩⟨r|), where γd is
thedephasing rate and1 is shorthand for the identity operator. Spontaneousdecay
froma state |y⟩ to a lower lying state |z⟩ at a rate γy ismodelledby the jumpoperator
Lγy =

√γy|z⟩⟨y|. e effects of both dissipation mechanisms are simulated using
the Monte Carlo wave function method (section . ). Characteristic parameters
are summarized in Table . . .



Table . . : Physical parameters for our simulations based on values discussed in
Refs. [ , ].

Experimental parameter Symbol Value
Detuning Δ/2π . GHz
Red Rabi frequency ΩR/2π MHz
Blue Rabi frequency ΩB/2π - MHz
Rydberg blockade B/2π MHz
Decay rate of |p⟩ γp/2π . MHz
Decay rate of |r⟩ γr/2π . kHz
Dephasing rate of |r⟩ γd/2π . kHz

Adiabatic elimination by the effective operator formalismdetailed in section .
provides amechanism to decouple the intermediate optically excited state and de-
scribe the coherent and incoherent dynamics within the subspace of |0⟩, |1⟩ and
|r⟩. e system is then described by a Hamiltonian coupling a selected qubit state
to |r⟩ by an effective Rabi frequency. We remember that the formalism also pro-
vides an effective form for the operators describing decohering processes.

. . R

In atomic quantum computing proposals single qubit gates amount to fast, reso-
nant transitions within single atoms and can be made with high precision. us,
for the purpose of this study we assume that the χ matrices associated with one-
qubit gates are identical to the desired ones. e two-qubit gate depends on
nite interactions between excited state atoms, lengthening gate time and making

it prone to dissipation and decoherence. e process matrix of an ideal gate
is illustrated in Fig . . .

Figure . . (b) illustrates how a unitary gate between two atoms can be
implemented by a sequence of ve perfect π-pulses. First, (pulse 1) transferring
the control qubit’s population from |0c⟩ to |rc⟩, then (pulses 2-4) transferring the
target qubit’s population between |0t⟩ and |1t⟩ via the state |rt⟩ and nally (pulse
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Figure . . : Simulation and characterisation of the controlled- gate: (a) e red
(lower) and blue (upper) laser elds drive |0⟩, via |p⟩, into the Rydberg state |r⟩ by two-
photon absorption. (b) Implementation of the gate involves a sequence of two-
photon π-pulses: (pulse 1) the control atom makes the transition |0⟩ to |r⟩. e target
atom then makes the transitions, (pulse 2) |0⟩ ↔ |r⟩, (pulse 3) |1⟩ ↔ |r⟩ and (pulse
4) |0⟩ ↔ |r⟩. In pulses 2-4 the target atom’s states |0⟩ and |1⟩ are swapped, but only if
the control atom is not in |r⟩. Finally, (pulse 5) the control atom is driven from |r⟩ back
to |0⟩. (c) Trace distance (see text in Sec. . A) between the ideal process matrix
and the process matrix calculated for the implementation shown in panel (b), with the
parameters listed in Table . . . e trace distance is shown as a function of the blue laser
Rabi frequency ΩB.

5) returning the control qubit’s population from |rc⟩ to |0c⟩. If the control qubit
initially populates the state |0c⟩ the Rydberg blockade prevents any transfer during
pulses2-4. us, a operation on the target qubit is conditioned on the control
qubit initially populating the state |1c⟩, de ning it to be a operation.

Monte Carlo wave functions were used to simulate the ve π-pulse implemen-
tation of the gate (Fig. . . ) with the parameters of Table . . . e perfor-
mance of the gate was investigated as a function of the blue laser Rabi frequency
ΩB. To provide a simple quantitative measure we applied the trace distance mea-
sureT(χsim, χ id)between the simulated and ideal processmatrix, whereT(A,B) ≡
1
2
∥A − B∥tr and ∥C∥tr = Tr(

√
C†C) is the trace norm. Note that this distance

measure is less “forgiving” than, for example, measures based on the trace over-
lap [ ]. In Fig. . . (c) we show trace distance between a simulated gate
process matrix and the ideal unitary process matrix. At low values of ΩB the gate
experiences greater dephasing errors from population in the Rydberg state, due to



Figure . . : Real part of the processmatrix characterising the ideal controlled- gate.
Sub-tick labels to the right of eachWI readWX,WY,WZ, whereW ∈ {I,X, Y,Z}.

long gate times. At large ΩB the blockade mechanism becomes inefficient. us,
the optimum Rabi frequency lies between these two regimes.

. T T R

We demonstrate the characterisation of the Toffoli gate resulting from simulation
in Fig. . . . e process matrix χcat of the Toffoli gate in the circuit implementa-
tion (Fig. . . )may be obtainedwithout further simulation by a concatenation of
the single qubit process matrices and the process matrix of Sec. . A. Alter-
natively, wemay simulate the circuit implementation in the full three-qubitHilbert
space to obtain χcir. In the simulation of a Rydberg mediated gate, the characteri-
sation of a single qubit has a Hilbert space dimension of d = 42, which translates
into a 46 problem for the three qubit circuit characterisation.

e top dashed (solid) curve in Fig. . . illustrates trace distance between the
full circuit χcir (concatenated χcat) process matrix to the ideal process matrix χ id,
plo ed as a function of ΩB. Each point in both curves is determined by propa-
gating 500 wave function trajectories. e discrepancy between the two curves
is due to χcat, which makes use of the same simulated process matrix several



times. Concatenating the processmatrices of the same simulation also “con-
catenates” the error associated with the simulation. e total error grows (non-
linearly) with the number of gates. is is demonstrated in Fig. . . , where the
discrepancy between the curves depends on ΩB. For lower values of ΩB, and
thus slower gate operation, gate error is dominated by (non-unitary) processes
such as dephasing. As correct Monte Carlo wave function statistics are sensitive
to non-unitary errors, we nd at small ΩB the relatively large discrepancy between
Tr(χcat, χ id) and Tr(χcir, χ id) to be expected at slow gate speeds (see Ref. [ ] for
an analysis of a similar situation). is is in contrast to results at high values of ΩB,
where gate error is unitary and caused by an imperfect blockade. e discrepancy
between Tr(χcat, χ id) and Tr(χcir, χ id) vanishes as ΩB increases. We note that the
Toffoli gate consists of six gates and the trace distance to the ideal gate is,
indeed, roughly six times the one shown in Fig. . . (c).

A Rydberg excited atom blocks excitation of any number of atoms within the
Rydberg interaction blockade radius, which may be of order 10 μm. us, it is
possible to contain anentirequbit registerwithin a singleblockade radius, allowing
implementation of multi-qubit gate operations which are faster than the circuit
equivalent [ ]. One such protocol is the k gate operation, illustrated in
Fig. . . [ ].

For k = 2 the gate becomes the Toffoli gate and calculation of the χ-matrix is
only possible by simulating the complete three-qubit register. e trace distance
between the processmatrix resulting from simulation and the ideal processmatrix
is shown as the lower black curve in Fig. . . . Remarkably, themulti-qubit imple-
mentation, with interactions allowed between all three atoms, performs markedly
be er than theToffoli circuit consisting of one- and two-qubit operations. In com-
parison with the gate, the minimal trace distance here is approximately 1.5
times larger. is is consistent with using 7 π-pulses rather than the 5 needed for
a single gate.
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Figure . . : Trace distance between the process matrix χ id for the ideal Toffoli gate
and the process matrices for Rydberg interaction implementations subject to dissipa-
tion and decoherence. e results are shown as a function of the Rabi frequency ΩB
of the |p⟩ → |r⟩ (blue) laser coupling. e dashed curve is obtained by simulating all
three qubits as they evolve under the sequence of gates in the Toffoli circuit, shown in
Fig. . . (a). e top solid curve uses concatenation of the one- and two-qubit process
matrices to compute the Toffoli circuit process matrix. e bo om (solid) curve results
from simulating the multi-qubit implementation shown in Fig. . . . In all calculations
500Monte Carlo trajectories were used with the parameters listed in Table . . .



Figure . . : Multi-qubit Rydberg blockade implementation of a k gate. Each con-
trol atom is sequentially excited from |0⟩ to |r⟩ in k π-pulses. Next, the target atom qubit
states are swapped as in Fig . . (b), via the Rydberg state |r⟩ (conditioned on no control
atom populating the state |r⟩). e control atoms are then returned to their original state
in reverse order. e trace distance between the processmatrix using this implementation
for k = 2 and the ideal Toffoli gate is shown as the lower curve in Fig. . . .

. C

In conclusion, we have presented an efficient method to compute the accumula-
tion of errors in quantum circuits comprised of several few-qubit gates. Assuming
the independence of errors over time and qubit register location we have shown
that a set of concatenation rules on the appropriate few-qubit gate processmatrices
is enough to reproduce the processmatrix of the entire circuit. To demonstrate the
method’s efficiency at calculating process matrices of large systems we considered
the three-qubit Toffoli gate. e Toffoli gate may be implemented as a circuit of
one- and two-qubit gates and simulations show that the process matrix obtained
via concatenation is in good agreement with the result achieved by propagation
through the entire circuit.

Our theory allows comparison between different implementations of gates. In
particular, we compared a multi-qubit implementation of the Toffli gate with its
one- and two-qubit circuit implementation. For the parameters chosen, the fac-
tor determining gate delity was the number of laser π-pulses. More gates lead to
a lower delity, with a dependence that is almost linear. In this way, our analysis
provides the necessary information to choose between different gate implementa-



tions. A theory of full error correction may bene t signi cantly from knowledge
of the precise nature of errors incurred, potentially leading to higher thresholds
for errors that can be remedied by appropriate error correction. e full process
matrix, which remains at our disposal, may be further applied to optimally com-
bine the Toffli gate with previous and subsequent gate operations along the lines
of NMR composite pulses [ ].



6
Conclusion and future development

Computation depends on performing operations to a high degree of accuracy so
that we can trust the results. In quantum computation this becomes problem-
atic as there is no direct way to observe a state of the system without disturbing
it. Quantum process tomography addresses this problem through a series of mea-
surements on states at the output of the operation. All available information about
the operation can then be found in a “process matrix”. In chapter we presented
a numerically efficient method to obtain the process matrix for an arbitrary quan-
tum process from a solution to the system’s master equation. e Monte Carlo
wave function method on a entangled principal-ancilla system was utilized as it
allows, in principal, characterisation of systems with up to 8 atoms with current
computing resources. A study of the wave function trajectories also revealed that,
in the case of li le dissipation, a single “no-jump” wave function trajectory pro-
vided a satisfactory upper bound on the trace distance between a process matrix



simulated with decoherence and an ideal calculation.
e processmatrix holdsmuch information about theprocess and reducing it to

a single number, e.g. using the trace distancemeasure, does not take full advantage
of a complicated calculation. e problem is extracting meaningful information
from the process matrix, a gure showing the values of the matrix elements is not
enough. erefore, a closer look at what effect the process has on individual states
is required, with the intent not to nd optimal experimental parameters overall but
what errors afflict the low- delity states, and discoveringmethods to correct them.

ismay include the use of error correcting qubits or time-dependent laser pulses.
e efficiency of process characterisationwithMonteCarlowave functionswas

demonstrated in chapter by studying the accumulation of error in a quantum
circuit. is was exempli ed using the three-qubit Toffoli gate which has a multi-
qubit and circuit implementation. We showed that obtaining the Toffoli circuit’s
χ-matrix involved either a simulation or an appropriate concatenation of the one-
and two-qubit gates comprising the circuit. It was found the twomethods were in
good agreement, but that use of the concatenation rules allowed be er efficiency.

emulti-qubit implementationof theToffoli gatewas facilitatedbyneutral atoms
with Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. e delity of an implementation of the Tof-
foli gatewas determined to be proportional to the number of laser π-pulses needed
to perform it. More pulses led to lower delities.

e code developed in this thesis has been optimised for efficiency andmay be
easily modi ed to study the exact dynamics of up to 16 four-level Rydberg atoms
in the presence of decoherence. is could prove useful to compare theoretical
predictions with experiments involving few atom ensembles [ ]. A straightfor-
ward generalization of the code could use time-dependent Rabi elds to allow, for
example, the study of deterministic excitation of singly excited Rydberg states in
Poisson distributed Rydberg ensembles with averages around 6-10 atoms [ ].
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E

Quantum computation has opened up a new way to think about computation
by utilizing physical systems that display features unique to quantum mechanics.

ese features have been harnessed to create algorithms that promise exponen-
tial speed-up over classical equivalents. is thesis presents efficient methods for
characterizing quantum processes and, more speci cally, how that applies to char-
acterizing the gates used in quantum computation. We discuss neutral atoms as
a promising route to large scale quantum computing and construct a numerical
model to simulate this system efficiently. Neutral Rydberg atoms and their inter-
actions have been exploited for fast multi-atom quantum gates and we show how
our method can aid these experiments to achieve optimal results.

D

Udviklingen af kvantecomputere har resulteret i en helt ny måde at tænke på in-
formationsbehandling, hvorman udny er kvanteegenskaber ved fysiske systemer,
som ikke har nogen klassisk ækvivalens. Disse egenskaber er blevet brugt til at
skabe kvantealgoritmer, der er eksponentielt hurtigere end deres klassiske mod-
stykker. Denne a andling analyserer effektive metoder til at karakterisere kvan-
teprocessorogmere speci kt, hvordandekanbruges til at karakteriserede såkaldte
kvante-gates. Vi beskriver, hvorledes kolde atomer er et lovende system til at re-
alisere kvanteberegninger på stor skala, og vi konstruerer en effektiv metode til
at simulere disse systemer numerisk. Hurtige multiatom kvante-gates er blevet
konstrueret med neutrale Rydberg atomer, og vi viser, hvordan vores metode kan
hjælpe disse eksperimenter med at opnå optimale resultater.
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